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ABSTRACT

Requirement engineering is the most significant 
part of the software development life cycle. Until now 
great emphasis has been put on the maturity of the
functional requirements. But with the passage of time it 
reveals that the success of software development does 
not only pertain to the functional requirements rather 
non-functional requirements should also be taken into 
consideration. Among the non-functional requirements 
usability, performance, safety and security are
considered important. Further it reveals that there exist 
so many modeling and testing techniques for functional 
requirements but the area of non-functional 
requirements is still deprived off. This is mainly due to 
difficulty, diversity in nature and hard to express for 
being domain-specific [1]. Hence emphasis is put to the 
development of these models or testing techniques. 
While developing these models or testing techniques it 
is found that all the four areas of usability, performance, 
safety and security are not only closely related but 
rather depend on one another up to some extent. This 
meant that they all should be tackled while keeping into 
consideration of the related from among them. For the 
purpose it seemed necessary to collect in one artefact all 
the available modeling and testing techniques related to 
the four core areas of non-functional requirements may 
be collected and compared. This work at first provides 
an understanding of the problem domain while 
describing aspects of the non-functional requirements. 
Then possibly the available related models or testing 
techniques are collected and discussed. Finally in the 
last they are compared with respect to diversified 
aspects.

Keywords: Requirements engineering, functional 
requirements, non-functional requirements, usability, 
performance, safety, security.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduce the abstract view of the thesis. It is structured as follows: 
Section 1.1 presents the background and motivation; Section 1.2 presents the research 
question; Section 1.3 presents the research methodology; Section 1.4 presents the related 
work. Finally, Section 1.5 presents a brief overview of the chapters.

1.1 Background and Motivation
        
Requirement engineering is the most significant part of the software development 

life cycle. Because an informal approach towards achieving requirement engineering
objectives could some times result in wastage of resources and time, customer un-
satisfaction, unexpected budget overrun, loss of reputation, unreliable software product, 
late delivery of the product and in the worst case no product [5]. It is therefore said that 
requirements engineering has the most dominant impact on the capabilities of the 
resulting product [2]. Requirements can be divided into functional and non-functional. 
Different types of non-functional requirements are as follow [1] [5]:

1) Efficiency
2) Reliability
3) Portability
4) Usability
5) Performance
6) Safety
7) Security

Among the non-functional requirements, usability, performance, safety and security
are overlap to each other. This demands some suitable tackling. While developing these 
models or testing techniques it was found that all the four areas are not only closely 
related but rather depend on one another up to some extent. For example, a requirement 
for certain level of performance may contradict with security requirements which rely 
on processor capacity to carry out real-time system checking [1]. According to the 
author in [1], there exist several methods based on the functional requirements but the 
area of non-functional requirements was still deprived off. This was mainly due to 
difficulty, diversity in nature and hard to express for being domain-specific [1]. That’s 
why the need of the hour was to understand the requirements, problems or important 
issue and to develop models or testing techniques for non-functional requirements. It 
seemed also necessary to collect maximum possible available modeling or testing 
techniques related to the four core areas of non-functional requirements in a single 
artefact where they can easily be compared. This thesis focuses only on usability, 
performance, safety and security.  

1.2 Research Questions

Following research questions are needed to investigate to satisfy the requirements of 
the thesis:

1) What types of requirements or attributes can be used related to usability, 
performance, safety and security? 

2) What are the typical problems or important issues related to usability, performance, 
safety and security?
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         3) Which modeling or testing techniques about requirements currently prevail?   

4) Investigate the pros and cons of available testing approaches or models?

5) How can these modelling or testing techniques be compared for specific and 
dependent aspects of usability, performance, safety and security?

1.3 Research Methodology

In order to address the research questions mentioned in section 1.2, a literature study 
is conducted based on the review of research articles, books and web resources that 
provide general understanding of the topic. The gathered data is sorted out on the 
foundation to keep the related with non-functional requirements. Some proper 
comparison methodology is used for respective models and testing techniques.

1.4      Research Validity
          

This thesis is based on literature review for which only peer reviewed articles and 
authenticated books were consulted. The literature presented in the initial chapters is 
properly referenced giving the proof of authentication along with knowledge building at 
the initial level. Utmost efforts were put to collect all the related material while applying 
early triage for sparing the irrelevant. On the bases of gathered information about 
different testing techniques for non-functional requirements a careful comparison was 
done by adopting alike criteria. Special care was done to select only proven techniques 
for comparison. Further the study was done while restricting our focus mainly on the 
four chosen non-functional requirements. Concluding remarks about testing techniques 
comparison were given only on the bases of in-depth studies and comparison criteria.   

1.5      Related Work

The author in [18] discusses the thinking aloud method. In this technique the user 
are given tasks to perform while thinking aloud. Through oral discussion with the user,
the usability engineer can observe the problem area or misunderstanding. [15] Presents
the comparison between laboratory and field test for mobile devices. In this article the 
effect of context in the field and in Laboratory are compared and discussed. The article 
in [29] discusses an application-independent workload and performance evaluation. In 
this article some issues related to performance testing when it is required for the new 
platform are discussed. Novel approach is used to overcome this problem. [68] Proposes
an architectural approach to fixing software performance problems. The article 
investigates with this approach that whether architecture is able of partisan its 
performance objectives. The author in [69] presents a novel approach to test the 
effectiveness, efficiency, safety and relative appropriateness of Computer Inter-locking 
Software (CIS). The article in [70] presents software fault tree analysis to model 
intrusions to support requirements identification and analysis for an Intrusion Detection 
System. 

         

1.6 Overview  

By giving a bird eye view, the overview section gives an understanding of the 
chapters presented. 

Chapter 2: Discusses requirement engineering, phases of requirement engineering and 
the difference between functional and non-functional requirements.
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Chapter 3: Discusses usability, common attributes of usability, problem or important 
issue and usability testing methods.

Chapter 4: Discusses performance, performance requirements, problems or important 
issue, categories of performance testing and performance testing approaches.

Chapter 5: Discusses safety, safety requirements, problems or important issue, safety 
testing method, techniques and approaches.

Chapter 6: Discusses security, security requirements, problems or important issue and 
security testing approaches.

Chapter 7: Presents the comparison of different model or testing techniques.

Chapter 8: Presents the conclusion and future work.
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2 REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING

The aim of this chapter is to introduce the study of requirement engineering. Before 
dig into the main topic of the thesis it is required to have the understanding of the 
requirement engineering process. Section 2.1 presents the introduction of the 
requirements engineering; Section 2.2 presents the phases of requirements engineering.
Finally, section 2.3 presents the difference between functional and non-functional 
requirements.

2.1 Introduction

For a computer-based system or software solution provider, the very first step to 
give a solution of some problem is, to know exactly about the problem, and Status Quo. 
Next step is to decide about the scope of the project. Requirement engineering which is 
a most vital initial part of the software development life cycle is the only formal 
practicing skill, which provides the best solution of these issues [5]. An informal 
approach towards achieving requirements engineering objectives could some times 
result in wastage of resources and time, customer un-satisfaction, un-expected budget 
overrun, loss of reputation, unreliable, late delivery of the product and in the worst case 
no product [5]. It is therefore said that requirements engineering has the most dominant 
impact on the capabilities of the resulting product [2]. Requirements engineering is 
basically applied to qualify the opportunity for software product and then to reach the 
exact requirements specifications for the product needed to be developed [9]. This 
product may be a demand of some customer, of an in house department of the same 
company or it may be for the market. In the prior two cases it will be called bespoke, 
while in the later it is called market driven or Commercial Of The Shelf (COTS) [5]. 
Requirements engineering when done for specific customer it becomes bespoke 
otherwise it is market driven. 

Requirements engineering could be defined with many different perspectives. To 
make a fair idea of requirements engineering, a few definitions from different minds 
could be given. 

1- Requirements engineering is a creative process in which stakeholders and engineers 
work together to create ideas for new systems that are eventually expressed as 
requirements [4]. 

2- Value-based Requirements Engineering (VBRE) aims to maximise the value of 
software releases for all stakeholders through the selection and prioritisation of 
requirements [6]. 

3- Requirements Engineering (RE) is concerned with the elicitation of high-level goals 
to be achieved by the envisioned system, the refinement of such goals and their 
operational into specifications of services and constraints, and the assignment of 
responsibilities for the resulting requirements to agents such as humans, devices, and 
software [7]. 

2.2 Phases of Requirements Engineering 

To accomplish the bigger task of required product delivery, the formulated approach 
of requirements engineering occurs in five interleaved phases. These phases are 
Requirements Elicitation, Requirements Analysis and Negotiation, Requirements 
Validation, Requirements Specifications and Requirements Management. They imply 
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several methods and techniques [1] [5]. As a result Requirements Specification is 
drawn; this then is converted into an agreement between customer and the developer. 
According to Sommerville [5] the whole process of requirement engineering could be 
viewed as a spiral in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Phases of Requirements Engineering [5]

2.2.1 Requirements Elicitation Phase

Requirements elicitation is sometimes termed as ‘Requirements capture’, 
‘Requirements discovery’ or ‘Requirements acquisition’ [3]. This initial step is taken 
mainly to gain knowledge about the problem domain and the problem to be solved. Or 
in other words it is about gathering the needs from the stakeholders required in new 
software product [5]. Cooperation among these stakeholders is must for success of 
elicitation. Typically the result of this process is a detailed set of requirements in natural 
language text and simple diagrammatic representations describing the sources, priorities, 
and rationales [2]. Elicitation for bespoke is mostly out of the house activity where as 
for market driven it is taken as in house activity. 

Techniques for Elicitation: Several techniques are used and mostly in 
combination with each other. Some of these techniques could be: Survey, Interviewing, 
Documents gathering, Prototyping, Observations, Group work, Scenarios, Use-Cases, 
task analysis. 

Survey: The purpose of surveys in requirements elicitation is to gather significant 

amount of focused data (attitudes, facts, behaviour) about the software product at the 
very beginning of the development process [10]. Survey inquires about business 
objectives of the product and expected product usage, shows scope limitations, proposes 
success criteria and asks about stakeholders’ strategic vision of the product [10]. A 
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survey could be done in different ways for example paper survey, television survey, 
postal survey, web based survey. In bespoke it is done basically when there is a big 
company under study and building big commercial software. Elicitation about Complex 
software intensive systems like windows operating system the survey is applied 
successfully. Main advantage of survey is time saving and getting maximum data [10]. 
It is worth important where meeting with all the stake holders is not possible. In some 
cases due to different psyches of stake holders it could not produce required results [2]. 
Some times there arise proper comprehension problem. Delay in response or no 
response from the stake holders is another big problem [2].

Interview: This is the most common technique of requirements elicitation with 

direct involvement of stakeholders. This technique is adopted in almost all types of 
software systems [1]. Because interviews are essentially human-based social activities, 
they are inherently informal and their effectiveness depends greatly on the interaction 
between the participants [2]. There are fundamentally two types of interviews non-
structured and structured. In non-structured interview the questionnaire is not pre 
defined by the interviewer. In structured interview, the interviewer sticks to the laid 
down questions [1]. Customer’s direct involvement in the development Process is its 
main advantage. It is the source of good requirement elicitation. Time spoiling, less or 
irrelevant information gatherings, dependency on human psychology, hard to make an 
appointment with the interviewee are some of its major short comings [2] [9]. It‘s use 
and recommendation is dependent on the type of case and situation. 

Documents gathering: If there exists, some legacy system document gathering 

works most for requirements gathering. Here the requirements engineer gathers some 
relevant document from the customer and collect important data out of that. Database 
related information, technical information’s and information about the company law and 
data can only be gathered through this technique [9]. As mentioned above there are 
some conditions for example when there are some technical or figurative data which can 
not be gathered from interview. It becomes necessary to elicit information from 
documents [5]. This technique is mostly beneficial there. Documents give clear picture 
of the requirements. Some new ideas can also be generated out of the gathered 
documents [4]. Two big problems related to this technique are too many documents 
problem and too few documents problem. Too many documents problem: this is the one 
where the requirements engineer is provided with enough material in documentary 
shape that it becomes difficult for him to sort out the required documents. Too few 
documents problem: At places where stake holders hesitate to provide all required 
documents it becomes difficult for requirements engineer to gather required information
[3]. 

Prototyping: It is mostly used when there is an urgent need of making a system. 

That is the reason it is some times called rapid prototyping [5]. To educate the customer 
so that information’s can be drawn out, or for gaining information’s from the customer 
about a new and unique business are other reasons of its use. A prototype is a model of 
the system needed to be developed [5]. Prototypes can be in the shape of thrown-away 
or evolutionary. This technique definitely needs some background knowledge of the 
domain. This technique is feasible in only some small projects because in big project it 
is almost impossible to create big prototype [5]. There it can be applied only when the 
system is possibly can be divided into small modules. It is best for visualization or 
stimulation of ideas. Premature design or designing a non workable prototype some 
times proves misguiding to the stakeholders [1]. 

Observations: This means elicit information through personal observations, for 

example by looking at how people actually perform tasks. It is a good technique for 
requirements elicitation used in almost all cases [5]. Its big advantage is getting idea. 
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Mapping of current work, practices and processes to other information are another 
advantages of it. Its big disadvantages could be for example human observation could go 
wrong, some crucial information’s may left from observing. Apart form the fact that this 
is a mostly used technique in almost every system. But it should not be used as the most 
reliable one, without having proper proof. 



Group work: Group work is a well-established and often-used technique in 
requirements elicitation. The most common forms of this technique include 
Brainstorming and Joint Application Development (JAD) [5]. Brainstorming involves 
participants from different stakeholder groups engaging in informal discussion to rapidly 
generate as many ideas as possible without focusing on any one in particular [2]. Due to 
the involvement of free thinking and expression it can give innovative ideas. JAD 
involves all the available stakeholders investigating through general discussion both the 
problems to be solved and the available solutions to those problems [2]. With all parties 
represented, decisions can be made rapidly and issues resolved quickly [2]. Group work 
is difficult to arrange but it is beneficial in big systems demanded by organization. For 
in-house bespoke requirements engineering where stake holders are supposed to be of 
some similar mental approach it is specifically recommended. 

Scenario: Requirements written in the shape of some formal and calculated 

language is called scenario [5]. This is mostly used where there is an existing legacy 
system going to be improved or replaced. Documentation in the shape of scenario on the 
current systems, processes, organization, and environment can provide a detailed 
foundation of requirements and supporting rationale. They could be dangerous if not 
build properly [5]. So they can be recommended only with proper reviewing techniques. 

Use cases: In their simplest form, a use-case identifies the type of interaction and 

the actors involved [5]. Use cases are like scenarios because all of these show series of 
user experience. Use cases can be reused later in the development process to determine 
components and classes during system design and when creating test cases. These 
techniques are especially effective in projects where there is a high level of uncertainty 
or when the analyst is not an expert in that particular domain [3]. Use-cases mostly 
concentrate on the specific rather than the general. This makes the use-case accurate in 
its application. They are considered best for the object oriented system models as they 
have now become a fundamental feature of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) 
notation [3]. 

Task Analysis: In this technique requirements are elicited by asking the user to 

perform some task similar to the one which is required. The requirements engineer 
observes the actions carefully and takes necessary readings [3]. During the course of 
action the requirement engineer also asks related questions. Unlike scenarios and use 
cases, task analysis employs a top-down approach where high-level tasks are 
decomposed into subtasks until all actions and events are detailed [3]. This technique is 
helpful mostly in the cases where other techniques of elicitation do not work for 
example new commercial systems, security critical systems like missile testing. It 
generally clarify what is done and how. But on the other hand it is some what difficult to 
manage such practical environment. If some necessary elicitation is missed then it 
becomes cumbersome or some times impossible to arrange the same experimental 
environment again or repeat the simulation [5]. 

Stakeholders that particularly take part (according to the requirement) in this 
phase could be: analyst, customer, facilitator, manager, mediator, developer, 
documenter, validator. Most of the time maximums of these roles are performed by the 
requirements engineer. 
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2.2.2 Requirements Analysis and Negotiation Phase

It is some times termed as conceptualization phase. As conceptualization is a 
process to organize the gathered data for comparison or analysis. Conceptualization can 
be defined as: the use of concepts and relationships to deal with and solve problems [2].
Requirements analysis phase greatly depend on the nature of the requirement [3]. That 
has already been discussed above. Moreover negotiation is an essential part of it. A 
depiction of the analysis process will give a clear picture of the analysis and negotiation 
phase. Following points regarding analysis and negotiation are bellow: 

There is a necessity to analyze and sort out the unnecessary requirements which are 
a necessary product of elicitation processes. Discussion with the customer is done for 
sorting purpose. 

Some inconsistence and incomplete requirements need consistency and 
completeness respectively [3]. In the analysis processes they are sorted out and in the 
negotiation process prioritization are done to make them consistent and complete with 
the help of customer. At this stage generally the consistency of a requirement means to 
make it free from bugs or errors and consistency in the shape of terminology [1]. 

In the last some infeasible requirements are analyzed. Through negotiation it is tried 
to reach an agreement on the requirements specification. 

Techniques for Analysis: Possible techniques for analysis include: boundary 
definition, checklists, interaction matrices, classification, meetings/inspections [1], [5]. 
Briefly they can be elaborated as: Boundary definition puts the requirements in the 
system scope generally after negotiation with the customer. Checklists drawn in the 
analysis phase for comparison, whether the requirement fulfils all agreed laid down 
qualities? Interaction matrices are drawn to discover interaction between requirements 
and their conflicts. Classification of the requirements is done for several reasons like: 
traceability, identifying related and missed requirements. Risk assessment is done to 
point out the requirements likely to cause difficulty in future like performance, stability
[5]. Meeting is generally done for negotiation. Most of the time these techniques are 
used in combined form just to cover the pros and cons of these. For example boundary 
definition is must but needs hectic negotiation; check list may be dealt casually beer the 
risk of leaving some vital requirements; classification needs proper attention and is time 
consuming.  

Requirements Prioritization: Most of the times the customer feels every thing 
important to include in the product but the developer take it in some other sense [1]. 
Prioritization is done against the real need and is required because of maintainability, 
performance and other reasons. These features are compared by customer constraints 
like small budget, short time frame, less labour force, more security, extra features [1]. 
This process takes place some times at initial stages of the project and mostly during the 
course of analysis and negotiation phase. 

As it is reviled from the analysis process negotiation is an essential part of this 
phase. For negotiations mostly informal or formal discussions are done and negotiation 
meetings are held [5]. It is not always necessary for negotiation to conduct face to face 
rather other audio visual or paper media can be used to arrange it. Some times all these 
are used in combine form. The main advantage of it is that it takes the stakeholders to 
some ultimate decision about some task needs bilateral view. Negotiation needs extra 
careful and serious attitude. Along with this some expertise and techniques are involved 
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in it. It proves negative if not dealt with proper care. It is some times difficult to arrange
[1]. 

Stakeholders of the analysis and negotiation phase could be: manager, developers, 
analyst, Mediator. Manager performs the task organization work. Developers arrange 
the requirements according to the technique being followed. Analysts review the 
requirements to find out any clashes, dependencies. Mediator performs negotiation 
management. 

2.2.3 Requirements Validation phase 

In this phase the customer or the user of the system has a key role because without 
his approval requirements can not be considered valid [5]. He is the authority who has to 
judge whether the requirements depicted are satisfying his needs and will lead to the 
development of a system according to his actual needs. Basic inputs to the requirements 
validation process are: requirements documents, organizational knowledge, and 
organizational standards. Where as list of problems and agreed actions are among the 
outputs [3]. 

Validation checks: The requirement validation processes involve several checks 
on the part of stakeholders for example validity check in that user of the system 
identifies his relational requirements [5]. Consistency checks, it is a check on the 
requirements that whether they have any conflict among them. Completeness checks, a 
requirement should be complete in all respect means that whether it defines all related 
functions and constraints. Realism checks, checking, whether according to constraints 
the requirement is actually applicable or not. Verifiability check that if the requirement 
is clears enough that it is verifiable at any moment [1].

Validation techniques: Techniques used for the requirements validation 
involved: Requirements reviews, further reviewing techniques are applied to make a 
requirement review [9]. Reviews can be informal and formal. Prototyping, an executable 
model of prototype is used for the requirements validation. Test-case generation, All 
requirements needs to be testable hence test-cases are generated for the purpose of 
testing [1]. Automated consistency analysis, Mostly CASE tool are used in this 
technique of checking the consistent nature of a requirement [5]. 

Stakeholders of the validation phase could be: customer, product manager, project 
manager, developer, and testers. Customer will use the specification document in the 
end to get an overview of what has been agreed upon. Product manager and project 
manager do the job of company validator. Developer does the job of documenting the 
requirement specification. Testers test the SRS according to the agreed upon principles. 

2.2.4 Requirements Specification phase 

This phase is concerned with giving the valid requirements a standard and legal 
document shape [1]. Validated requirements could be of different types or categories 
and in different shapes. It is not always an easy task to depict them and to save them 
properly for future use [5]. Requirements categories may include: data requirements, 
functional requirements, non-functional requirements, special interfaces, quality 
attributes, and managerial requirements [5]. These may be in the shape of data, shapes, 
screen design, Prototype. But they are all validated that means that they are complete, 
correct, feasible, necessary, prioritized, unambiguous, and verifiable[1]. 
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It is observed that ambiguity among stakeholders about the requirements can never 
be removed hundred percent [1]. This is technical and time consuming task. That’s why 
it is dealt in a separate phase and by employing specialized technical expertise. 

Techniques for specification: Possible Techniques used for specification are: 
natural language, diagrams (Dataflow diagram, Entity Relation diagram, Context 
diagram, and histograms), data dictionaries, virtual windows, prototypes, tables, task 
descriptions [5]. Now a days most popular for object oriented approach is Unified 
Modeling Language (UML). All these techniques provide standardized and proven 
formats for specification [1] [5]. 

Stakeholders involve in this phase could be: developers, specification/ legal 
experts, managers and some times customers. The task of a developer here is to review 
the specification with the technicality point of view. Specification and legal experts 
prepare the specifications according to the legal needs and take noting from other stake 
holders about necessary changes. Manager manages the whole task in all respect and 
makes task distribution among other stake holders. Customer is consulted for finally 
validate the document according to his proper needs while proving the legal obligations 
true. 

2.2.5 Requirements Management phase 

This is the phase which most of the software engineers do not include in 
requirement engineering. Rather they consider it as part of maintenance phase, which in 
there opinion generates another requirements engineering activity [9]. But the fact is that 
some times requirements generate during the project [5]. These may be from the 
customer or may be from the developing firm to coop with the environmental and other 
changes. Any how, to manage such requirements need another separate activity to 
generate. And it is an inevitably important activity. Some times it is called change 
management. Definition of the requirements management according to [11]:

“Requirements management processes minimize the impact of the requirements 
change and ensure changes are documented, reviewed, and mutually accepted by team 
and client.” 

In fact the requirements management is a management activity which covers the 
whole project life cycle. It is the requirement which adopts different shapes after having 
gone through some process in each phase [11]. In the end the product or the system is 
also the ultimate requirement. So in each phase where the requirement is under process, 
definitely will need to be managed. 

Jung-Hee Jo and Ho-Jin Choi suggested the steps of requirements management 
process of the project as follows [11]: 

Step1: Requirements change request. 
Step2: Examination. 
Step3: Meeting with client. 
Step4: Documentation. 

The whole process of requirements management (especially when they got changed) 
can be understood from the table 1 given bellow: 
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        Step                       Description
          1 The Client could raise the necessity of a Requirement’s change. 

2 The Team examines the impact of the requirements change on the existing 
system. 

3 After preparing the reasoning about the Team’s position, the Team will meet 
with the Client to accept or reject the requirements change. 

4 If the Team decides to accept the Requirements change from the Client; the 
Team will revise the related documents, such as the Requirement 
specification.  

Table 1: Requirements management process [11]

For change managements organizations prefer to make a separate department some 
times called Change Management board (CCB) [5]. So that the main task of 
development may not suffer drastically. 

In order to do these tasks, organizations define management policies which 
describes for example how to identify these requirements, how to Preserve or depict 
them [11]. They need to detect which information is needed about changes. They have 
to make policy for ignorance or incorporation of individual requirements. Requirement 
traceability is performed which is needed to trace the relationship of this incurring 
requirement with the existing requirements [5]. This can be done by using traceability 
tables or lists for example. The department has to decide about the policy of making use 
of CASE tools [5]. Also there are several management tools which support these 
activities for example project file, project plan, system requirements specifications. 
Then there are certain techniques involved to manage these tools and for the 
requirements management it self. 

Stakeholders involve here, are for example members of change management 
board, customer, developers. Members are responsible for implementing the policies of 
change management, decide about the genuine nature of and need of the requirement. 
They estimate the cost of change. Developers do tracing and development related job. 
They also keep record of the rejected requirements request. Customer is supposed to 
review and negotiate the requirement.

2.3  Functional and Non-functional Requirements
    

Functional requirements are statements of services which the system should provide, 
and how the system will respond to particular inputs [14]. Non-functional requirements 
are dependent on the type of software being developed, the expected users of the 
software and the general approach taken by the organisation when writing requirements 
[5].

Non-functional requirements are constraints on the system in general, for example 
standards, timing constraints, quality constraints [14]. Non-functional requirements 
frequently apply to the system as a whole; they do not typically just apply to individual 
system features or services [5]. Non-functional requirements can be divided into product 
requirements, organisational requirements and external requirements [5]:  

Product requirements: Product requirements state the product behaviour, for 
example in the case of performance requirements the product requirements might be
how fast the system must execute [5].  

Organisational requirements: Organisational requirements are derived from 
policies and procedures in the customer’s and developer’s organisation [5]. For example 
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it includes process standards that must be used, implementation requirements, design
method used and delivery requirements that specify when the product and its 
documentation are to be delivered [5].

External requirements: External requirements are derived from factors external 
to the system and its development process for example interoperability requirements that 
define how the system interacts with systems in other organisations, legislative 
requirements that must be followed to ensure that the system operates within the law, 
and ethical requirements [5]. The requirements that are placed on a system to ensure that 
it will be acceptable to its users and general public are called ethical requirements [5].
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3 USABILITY

The aim of this chapter is to introduce the study area of usability for the thesis. It is 
structured as follows: Section 3.1 presents the introduction of the usability; Section 3.2 
presents the common attributes related to usability; Section 3.3 presents the problems or
important issue with usability. Finally, Section 3.4 present the testing method related to 
usability. 

3.1 Introduction

According to Nielsen [16], “Usability means the measure of the quality the user 
experiences when interacting with something, whether it is a web site, a traditional 
software application, or any other device the user can operate in some way”. Software 
usability is more and more significant, predominantly with the increase in popularity of 
visual programming environments and the use of development techniques such as rapid 
prototyping [23]. Users are flattering increasingly stylish in their hope of what a user 
interface should do and how it should support their business needs in a reliable and 
instinctive way [23]. ”A product with the best technology might still fail if the user 
interface isn’t easy to use and intuitive” [24]. It means that even you fulfil almost all the 
functionality of the software system, there is still not guaranty for success of this 
software product when it will be used by the users. “If a system’s one-to-one interaction 
with its human user is not pleasant and facile, the resulting deficiency will poison the 
performance of the entire system, however fine that system might be in its other 
aspects” [19].The user interface which is complicated and difficult to use might cause 
user to turn away to the competitors products. 

3.2 Common Usability Attributes 
   

Software system interface play a key role for the success of any software product 
[24] [25]. There are some attributes related to the traditional usability of a software 
system, which are also effective for the measurement of the usability at some level [25] 
[16]. These attributes play a key role for the success of any interaction system according 
to the usability point of view [25] [20] [17]: 

Learnability and Learning time: The learning time is the time when the users 
interact with the system and reaches that level which is required to operate the system 
correctly. It depends on the ease of use of the system; if the system is easy to use then 
the user can understand and operate it in less time. In case of the system that is simple to 
use the learning time will of course decrease [25]. Learnability implies that the system 
should be easy to learn, so that the user can quickly start getting work done with the 
system [16]. In this sense, if learnability of system is high, the learning time will be low. 

Task performance time: The time required to perform a task by user is called the 
task performance time [25].

Error rate, Error Recovery Time, Recoverability: It implies that the system 
should have a low error rate, thus users will make few errors during operating system. 
Furthermore, catastrophic errors should not occur and it should be easy to recover [16]. 
If the recoverability of the system is high, it means that error recovery time will be low. 

Efficiency: It implies that the system should be easy to remember, so when user 
becomes familiar with system, productivity will increase [16].
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Satisfaction: Satisfaction means the comfort and acceptability of the use [20].
    
Effectiveness:  Effectiveness is the accuracy and completeness with which users 

achieve specified goals [17].  

The usability of system should be calculated by measuring above attributes.

3.3 Problems or important Issue with Usability 

Some common problems or important issues regarding usability are as follow [22] [25] 
[24] [19]:  

1) Usability testing can be expensive, so testers should focus on identifying serious 
problems. 

2) Difficulties in usability testing may be caused by incomplete or ambiguous 
documentation and bugs in the system rather than problems in user interface. 
          
3) Doing rapid prototyping can be time-consuming if good tools are not available. 
          
4) There is a lack of objectivity when the design team and test team work closely. 

5) During design and implementation phase, rapid prototyping provides early feedback 
on design choices. However, the following issues should be considered also regarding 
rapid prototype development: 

A prototype lacks much of application code, thus many usability problems can not be 
detected. 

Productivity cannot be predicted by using a prototype, because users don’t use it for 
long periods or for real work. 

Users can not understand all design options and it is unrealistic to predict usability from 
a prototype. 

6) Usability testing usually starts at a later stage of development. However, it should be 
done repeatedly early in development. Early usability testing discovers problems before 
they become costly to fix. 

7) The involvement of user during usability testing can facilitate specifying user 
interactions with the system, so it may lead to increase user-friendliness of software 
[24].

8) Another very common problem with usability testing is that developers often focus 
on functionality of the software rather then measuring its usability. 

9) Usability is necessary in interactive system in which the computer is dependent upon 
the input of the human [19].

10) User can mismatch the things during the interaction of the system like Mismatches 
may relate to human perception of system output ( reading a screen of text, viewing a 
picture, hearing a voice or signal) or to system input of human behaviour (keyboard 
typing, moving the mouse, selecting an area on a touch-sensitive screen) [19].
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11) Most of the usability engineers are new to this field, they expect from the usability 
testing to find the ready-made answers which are based on their own checklist [19]. 

          

3.4 Testing Methods 

Usability testing refers to a process for evaluating the degree to which a product 
meets usability criteria according to target population [16]. In this section, based on 
literature traditional usability testing methods are presented. However, Lee and Grice 
[16] cite that instead of using traditional testing methods for usability, developers should 
combine approaches of different methods to achieve usability testing for mobile 
applications. In this sense, application type is an important factor when selecting 
usability testing methods. Different methods are used according to the context some are 
as follow. 

3.4.1 Informal Setups

Due to highly cost while performing this type of testing in labs, many groups are 
using it in a more informal way performing it at any available place [26]. In informal 
setups tests, the participants such as users, interface designers, developers and usability 
engineers generally interact to each other in interactive form, leading the users being 
involved and exposed to usability testing [26]. The informality of this testing process 
results in a good practice for interface designers and developers to gather user’s 
difficulties as they can observe them directly and answer their questions [26]. As a 
result, informal setups tests are considered as inexpensive, as does not require many 
resources to be performed and it is easy to set up in a sense that the sessions are made 
interactively in sessions and the results are reported also verbally[26]. However, this 
type of tests is time consuming in a sense that the usability engineer spends too much 
time setting up things for each session [26]. 

3.4.2 Sit-In Session (User Labs) 

This method requires equipped room to be performed (Figure 2). In that, the users 
are sitting alone in testing rooms while team members stayed in observation rooms [26]. 
In spite of that, the members are able to answer user’s questions as this room is 
equipped in such way that the team members can observe the users by special equipment 
such as large viewing monitor [26].
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Figure 2: Usability Lab [26]

The communication within the usability engineers and the users are made by 
telecom system or intercom to avoid other type of language among them rather then oral 
language [26]. Further test observation information is collected using test logs software 
and the usability engineers use that along with their notes to generate reports [26]. Those 
are further stored in a central database that can be accessed by any one. After each 
session, the developers and interface designers have a quick meeting with usability 
engineer and that start designing and implementing changes immediately [26]. This 
result in a process without delays in getting results as both interface designers and 
developers could capture the expressions and feelings of the users while being observed 
them by viewing monitors [26]. Another important advantage is that the communication 
among the group members is very effective in this type of testing resulting in a speedy 
resolution to interface design changes. In addition, sit-in sessions are not time-
consuming for usability engineers comparing to informal setups [26]. On the other hand, 
developers and interface designer have attended in all test sessions which is not always 
possible due to time limitations constraints. Another disadvantage is that team can 
unintentionally assume that the problems in which the users seems to be more anguish 
has high priority and in so doing that missing the important problems [26]. Finally, there 
is a clear that the usability engineer and other observer tend to distanced from the user 
[26]. 

3.4.3 Usability Nights

This method is also proven in lab where each user is paired with one or two 
members from the development teams [26]. The members spent two or more hours with 
users depending on the requirements of the usability test. The test is conducted after 
working hours and is used to overcome the problem of distance assistance like sit-in 
session method [26].  The members from the development department are instructed to 
observe the user and ask probing question as the user worked and providing assistance 
to the user as little as possible [26].  The advantage of this method is that after finishing 
the test the member from the development team can easily remove the problem which 
was observed during usability test. The usability engineer or developer can directly 
observe and ask about the problem area [26]. The disadvantage is that more staff is 
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needed to involve for usability testing. Another limitation is that an experienced member 
of documentation is required to conduct the test [26]. 

    

3.4.4 Heuristic-based approach

For mobile device heuristic-based approach is batter than other modified approach 
[16]. Heuristic-based approach can be classified into informal approach in which it can 
be used with other approaches like scenarios and simplified thinking aloud [16]. 
Because of this flexibility of heuristic-based approach appears to be good from among 
the other mobile approaches [16]. General characteristics of heuristic evaluation are 
[16]:
 Low cost evaluation 
 Small number of evaluators
 High flexibility
 Individual inspection and free instruction and communication 

Heuristic-based approach is also know as “discount usability engineering” methods 
such as scenarios, simplified thinking aloud and heuristic evaluation which just needs a 
small number of evaluators [16]. For mobile users, each user might be working alone 
physically in terms of the portability and wearability that’s why privacy factor should be 
considered [16]. As in other testing techniques observer should provide help to the users 
in case of need. To handle this issue, [16] prefer a small number of users groups to a 
large number of people for the sake of handling and controlling usability problems. 
Flexibility is one of the factors in Heuristic-based approach that helps developers 
combine heuristic evaluation with other methods. Privacy is not achieved since the 
usability engineer sit with the user during usability test [16]. 

3.4.5 Questionnaire-based Approach

Questionnaires-based approach is based on paper or can be presented interactively 
on a computer without presence of any usability engineer [16]. This approach often used 
for testing mobile devices. Questionnaires regarding the product can be introduced at the 
start of the usability test for focusing on the proficiency of each user or it can also be 
introduced at the end of the usability test to get a comprehensive overview of the 
product [16]. Developers can make the questionnaire according to the various mobile 
environments [16]. For example, if a user is using Nokia 1110 model, the developers 
can ask the user about what is their suggestion about new inverted black and white 
display with amber backlight? For the mobile usability, testing small number of users is
preferred as compare to large number of peoples [16]. The reason behind this is cost and 
the difficulty of handling and controlling applications and users. Questionnaires involve 
asking users a set of questions and recording their answer that’s why the questionnaire-
based approach provides a better way of usability for mobile applications [16]. The 
users misunderstand the question is the limitation of this approach.
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4 PERFORMANCE
   

The aim of this chapter is to introduce the study area of performance for the thesis. 
It is structured as follows: Section 4.1 presents the introduction of the performance; 
Section 4.2 presents the requirements related to performance; Section 4.3 presents the 
problems or important issue with performance; Section 4.4 presents the categories of 
performance testing. Finally, Section 4.5 presents the approaches with performance 
testing.

4.1 Introduction
   

According to Smith [28], “Performance refers to responsiveness: either the time 
required responding to specific events or the number of events processed in a given 
interval of time”. Analyzing different types of systems such the software-intensive 
systems, like for example time-critical, real-time, embedded and distributed systems, it 
have been observed that the level of importance of each type of performance 
requirement varies and may one performance might be more critical in a specific system 
compared to the others [35][1]. The different types of performance requirements are 
discussed in the following section. 

4.2 Performance Requirements

“Performance requirements constrain the speed of operation of a system” [1]. 
Performance requirements can be classified into the following groups [1], as shown in 
figure 3: 

Figure 3: Performance Requirements

Response requirements

These requirements specify the adequate response of the system to the end user 
input [1]. For example it specifies how fast the system could respond upon user input. 

Throughput requirements

The requirements which define the quantity of data that must be processed in some 
specific time are called throughput requirements [1]. For example the system shall be 
able to process 150 transactions within 2 seconds while having peak workload.

Timing requirements
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Timing 
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Those requirements which are derived from high-level functional requirements are 
called timing requirements. These functional requirements force timing requirements on 
the transaction that are realized in consecutive dependent processes [30].  

In time-critical, online, real-time systems such as industrial measurement and 
control, responsive time is a high priority [35]. An example is the importance of 
response time in e-commerce application where a number of files are collected for the 
purpose of responding user requests in client-server mode [12]. In this type of systems, 
it is important that the system should have an acceptable time response when users are 
accessing different services of the system at same time [12].

4.3 Problems or important issue with Performance

Performance Requirement formulation

Sometimes the problem of testing performance requirements is due to its bad 
specification at early stage of software life cycle [1]. This is due to the fact that 
performance requirement are not expressed in a testable way leading to the impossibility 
of stating the exact degree of performance which is required in early stages. On the other 
hand, specifying performance requirement in a good way does lead to success in testing 
the system [1]. Even if the requirement is well formulated it does not cover all tests of 
development and implementing phase. As result, performance testability of whole 
system cannot be tested due to some parts of the system is not available before the end 
of development stage [33].

Constraints in resources allocation

There are number of constraints such as resources, budget allocation and that need 
to take into account while planning performance testing [33]. Thus, sometimes it is 
impossible to satisfy all requests in terms of resources at same time. As result, in some 
cases this problem may require the rebuild of the architecture which is very expensive 
and highly risky process. In other cases, processes will have to cut back on their 
resource demands, perhaps by developing better algorithms or by reducing functionality 
[33]. Another alternative might be to order additional hardware to accommodate 
demands. In both cases, the earlier is the identification of resources needed, the more 
acceptable solution can be developed reducing in that way necessary re-architecture 
work needed be done [33]. 

Complexity at performance tests

Executing performance testing in distributed and embedded real-time systems 
constitute a very hard task [35]. Those systems are generally composed by different 
types of components such as in-house developed components and commercial-off-the-
shelf components (COTS), and newly developed components which make the 
integration among those components more complicated and prone to be out of service 
[35]. As a result, the process of testing for such systems requires a large amount of test 
cases and more meticulous testing [35]. Thus, the large amount of testing lead to having 
a large number of paths overwhelms, resulting in a high complexity. For such systems 
only small number of paths can be examined and there is no thoroughness when 
choosing such paths that could lead a waste of time and resources in not much critical 
paths [35]. On the other hand, in object-oriented software, defects caused by 
encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism are complex to test and requires are 
carefully detection and testing procedures [35]. 
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Determination of appropriate workloads

Determining an appropriate amount of workload which will be required under 
specific conditions constitutes a challenge in performance [33]. In case of there is 
available historical test data it is possible to predict realistic amount of workload by 
creating operational profiles which uses the history data to describe how the system will 
likely to be in future. Thus, in case of lack of experience in making decision of which 
operations are the central for a given application, the determination of appropriate 
workload can constitute a critical problem [33]. On the other hand, if there is no 
available historical data or previous version, meaning that the system has to build from 
the scratch, then determining realistic workloads is more difficult and problematic than 
the previous case [33]. 

4.4 Categories of performance testing 

In terms of testing, performance requirements can be categorized into the following 
groups [31]: 

Load tests
  
Load test is created to model the behavior of users in the real world including think 

time delays and arrival rates reflective [31]. Therefore, the design of the behaviour that 
users commonly perform depends on the type of system under test. There are some 
applications in which the test may require short time depending on the functionality 
being tested [31]. For instance, in web applications, a load test could be tested by tests 
scripts that mimics the common users behaviours in which most web actions could be 
tested in seconds, thus 10 to 30 minutes test duration is the adequate time to bring the 
load up to a stable state, exercise the desired functionality and get a large result set [31]. 

Stress tests
  
This type of testing is used to test the worse case scenario likely to occur in systems

[31]. It can lead to performance issues which were not considered previously, such as 
database record contention or the impact of connection service processes [31]. 
Depending on the type of application, sometimes it is necessary to increase the stress 
and find out whether the application under tests breaks or not [31]. 

Endurance/durability tests

This type of tests can be seen as long duration load or stress tests in which the 
execution of tests may require hours or even days [31]. This type of tests is very difficult 
to conduct at production but can be done as part of acceptance test. Such tests can reveal 
obscure defects such as slow memory leaks, queuing of downstream system, or order 
gradual impacts upon system resources [31]. Those tests are specially applied in 
applications which of high level of importance and tenable for a long time [31].

4.5 Performance Testing Approaches 

Performance approaches is based on measurements and it is applied in a different 
ways depending on its environment. For instance, different measurements and general 
processes as well as different approaches are applied in some specific environments are 
described below. 
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4.5.1 Processes 

The core processes involves criterion for validation and measurements that improve 
system’s performance [32]. Therefore, generic activities that should take into account 
during performance testing are described below [33]: 

Identify the software processes: critical software processes that influence the 
overall performance of the system shall have to be identified, such as a number of 
transactions processes in a database. 

Determine the input parameters: that will influence the system’s performance 
considering each process. In that, the parameters should be limited in order to have a 
manageable size of test cases. 

Determine appropriate workloads: in that step workloads are determined using 
for that system historical data and observations or based on similar systems and domain-
experience. 

Form a range of estimated values: based on a given parameter, a range of 
estimated values should be formed and the representative value within the range should 
be selected. This value should reveal useful information about performance behaviour of 
the system. 

Design test cases: for each selected value a separate test case should be 
constructed. 

The processes mentioned above, address important issues such as the importance of 
identifying input parameters and after that determining appropriate workloads. In 
addition, it is mention in [31] that after determining the input parameters it is also 
important to identify the stress level which is basically a set of amount of values based 
on the scenario that is under test. The stress level depends on the number of users to be 
simulated in a specific scenario. For instance, the most critical transactions of specific 
system should be pointed as having maximum level stress [31]. Therefore, the above 
activities, also mention the need of determining a realistic workload based on historical 
data or in case the system is build from the scratch where it has to be considered based 
on domain-expert and similar systems [33]. Another important issue concerning to 
workload is that it need to be designed at earlier stage as possible in order to give the 
possibility of discovering unrealistic assumptions [33]. Although these issues are very 
important to take into account, it is noticeable that information of how the test plan 
should be develops, is not stated and instead of relies on identification of performance 
requirements at first stage it is very generic and includes identification of software 
processes. In addition, the previous processes end with the design of test cases and it is 
not implicit stated whether if it has to be performed manually or automatically. For that 
reason, more complement processes that addresses these issues which have been 
described in [34] are presented: 

Identify user performance-related requirements: factors that influence 
performance requirements needs to be identified in order to make the performance 
measurement more precise. 

Develop a test plan: a test plan should include information about transaction 
mixture, transaction workloads, amount of data required to the test, resources and 
schedule and tests procedures. 
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Select suitable test tool: based on the test plan, an appropriate case tool can be 
selected to simulate the available workload. 

Implementation of tests: after choosing tool tests can be implemented. 

Adjustments on Performance: Combining all these processes would result in 
more efficient performance testing covering all important aspects of performance testing 
process. However, in real life it is not common that a performance testing address all 
those processes, so after critical analyses the author identify among those the most 
critical processes that can be consider in most of environments [33] In addition, the 
author think that the correct specification of performance requirement plays an 
important role in the process of testing and both approaches are not mentioning this 
issue. Thus, the author combines the processes into the following processes: 

4.5.2 Specification of performance requirement 

Performance requirements should be formulated in a way that it can be testable 
without problems. For instance, most of performance requirements are formulated in 
abstract way and measurements can not be applied for that which can cause further bad 
consequences. An example of common performance requirement is that the system shall 
respond a user request within 2 seconds [1]. Thus, to test this requirement, the tester 
may face problems due to missing information, such as the behaviour of the requirement 
under specific condition or predefined workload. An example of more precise and 
testable performance requirement in that case could be: the system shall respond a user 
request within 2 second under heavy workload. So in that sense the tester can have a 
clue in each circumstance the requirement shall have that response time. 

4.5.3 Identification of influence factors 

Influence performance requirements needs to be identified. Thus, it comprises for 
example the number of concurrent users, transaction response times, and details of the 
operating environment. The important thing is that is it gives information about what is 
demanded from the system, so that the measurement process can be made in a more 
accurate and precise way [34]. 

4.5.4 Determine appropriate workload and transition mixture 

One of the traditional way to do performance testing is develop a benchmark or 
workload that representative of how the system will be used and then run on those 
benchmarks [35]. Creating realistic workloads as it mention above section is a challenge 
in performance testing and it may be performed based on the historical data and 
observations. This data should cover different scenarios considering the case where 
there are average and heavy workloads. In case of there are parameters which is not 
covered by historical data, then the workloads can be estimated considering similar 
systems and based on experience [33]. Benchmark can vary depending on the system 
environment which has to be simulated. For instance, benchmark in web application is 
comprised in standard test application which is used to compare performance of web 
servers, web applications and host hardware [31]. An example of an available standard 
of performance benchmarks for web applications is Nile, which is a simplified 
ecommerce benchmark used for testing the performance of different configurations of 
web servers and host hardware [31]. On the other hand, is important to consider the 
transaction mixture in a sense that it will determine what actions to be executed in 
specific time, what are the resources required in order to determine the balance among 
different factors [34]. Thus, this activity requires lot of expertise from the testers to 
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ensure that the right balance between the different transactions is achieved. Having this 
information a test plan of transactions workloads and transaction mixture can be 
developed and used in later stages. 

4.5.5 Design test case 

The test cases can be designed in a proper way taking into account that the 
performance requirement is formulated in a testable way and the influenced factors as 
well as there is a balance between transactions workloads and transactions mixture 
[33][34]. Further, a tool shall have to be selected depending on the availability. 

4.5.6 Select appropriate tool 

Depending on the available budget and necessities of the organization, a tool can be 
acquired in the market or build in-house. It is important to have automated tool while 
testing due to the impossibility to process large amount of workloads manually [34]. 

4.5.7 Implement tests 

Having a tool this process can start by first creating scripts, running tests, 
monitoring the performance and at the end reviewing the results [34]. 

4.5.8 Analyses of the result 

This is the finally step in which the obtained resulted are analyzed and the 
performance might be adjusted in case if not meet its requirements [34]. After 
describing the principal processes that can constitutes a generic approach of 
performance testing, software performance measurements are discussed below: 

4.5.9 Software performance measurements 

The main purpose of performance testing is to measure the application under load 
conditions [32]. There are number of things that need to be measure when performing 
software performance testing. Therefore, typical performance measurements include, 
stimulus-response time, which is time between request and response, throughput, queue 
length and resource usage [33]. Typical resources include network bandwidth 
requirements, CPU cycles, disk space, disk access operations and memory usage [33]. 
For instance, the importance of measurements depends on the environment in which 
testing is performing. In case of web application for example the most important 
measurement is the stimulus response time, has the after sending a request the users 
expect to have a short response time as possible in most of transactions [33]. On the 
other hand, in distributed systems, the throughput is the most important measurement, as 
large amount of data is expected to be processed in specified time. 

As it is mentioned before, the core of performance testing is the processes and the 
measurements [32]. Thus, depending on its environment, a number of processes and 
measurements should be applied. Therefore, doing performance testing reduces the risk
of poor performance at the time of application is delivered. Moreover, poor performance 
damages the credibility of the application and consequently the reputation of the 
organization may be affected [34]. However, performance testing may be costly and 
time consuming due to its may require large amount of resources, the usage of 
automated tools, carefully specification of requirements and selection of adequate 
measurements [32] [33]. Therefore, if these issues are addressed at earlier stage of life 
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cycle, the development process might result in cost effective due to one fault/defect in 
earlier stage is much more expensive and critical if it propagate until later stages.
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5 SAFETY

The aim of this chapter is to introduce the study of Safety for the thesis. It is 
structured as follows: Section 5.1 presents the introduction of the safety; Section 5.2 
presents the safety requirements; Section 5.3 discusses the problems or important issue 
with safety. Finally, Section 5.4 provides the safety testing method, techniques and 
approaches. 

5.1 Introduction

“The safety of the system is the probability that a system will either perform its 
function correctly or will discontinue its function in a manner that does not disrupt the 
operation of the system or compromise the safety of any people associated with the 
system” [48]. The concept of safety is not new infect it is old when rather in 1966 the 
Department of Defence United State of America requested adopted to study the safety at 
all the stages of the product development [37]. Since then many modeling techniques 
has been used for the safety. “Safety is freedom from the conditions that cause 
accidents” [40]. The importance of safety has increased many folds due to the 
advancement in computer technology and immense use of real time environments. It is 
must to implement safety in the system as a whole like in software, all kinds of 
hardware, even at the operator or user level [38].     

5.2 Safety Requirements

In order to discuss how to test safety requirements of particular software, safety 
critical systems can be considered as a basis. Safety critical software is required in such 
areas as railway signalling system, space shuttle system and nuclear power plant where 
failures of system can cause both loss of human life and huge amount of money [47].

“Safety-critical systems are computer, electronic or electromechanical systems in 
which failure may have severe consequences such as injury or illness, death of humans, 
serious environmental damage or failure of important mission” [41].

Before assessing software safety based on safety critical system, the difference 
between reliability and safety should be clarified because it is closely related. Both 
reliability and safety are key factors in software dependability in which they quantify 
software failures that can cause system out of use [47]. Reliability analyses focus on 
how to make system work correctly, and safety analyses concentrate on preventing a 
system mistakenly generating incorrect safety critical output [48]. Reliability weights all 
failures alike, however for safety, a failure that causes major system damage is more 
important than one which has no damaging economic or social impact. In this sense, 
safety prioritizes the hazard first by severity than by probability of occurrence. 
Moreover, reliability requirements are concerned with making the software failure free, 
on the other hand, safety requirements are concerned with making it accident free [48]. 

    
There are two types of Software safety requirements, generic safety requirements 

and specific safety requirements [42]. The software requirements which are derived 
from the sets of requirements that can be used in different programs and environments to 
solve common software safety problems are called generic requirements [42].  Generic 
software requirements are shown in (Table 2). 
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Requirements to be met
Applicability
Yes/No/
  Partial

Action 
Accept/
Work

Each software inhibit command associated with a hazardous command 
shall be consistently identified using the rules and legal values.
If an automated sequence is already running when a software inhibit
associated with a hazardous command is activated, the sequence shall
Complete before the software inhibit is executed.
Software shall have the ability to resume control of an inhibited operation 
after deactivation of a software inhibit associated with a hazardous 
command.
The state of software inhibits shall remain unchanged after the execution 
of an override.
Software shall provide error handling to support safety-critical functions.     

Software shall provide caution and warning status to the crew, ground 
operators, or the controlling executive.
Software shall provide for crew/ground forced execution of any automatic 
safing, isolation, or switch over functions.
Software shall provide for crew/ground forced termination of any 
automatic safing, isolation, or switch over functions.
Software shall provide procession for crew/ground commands in return to 
the previous mode or configuration of any automatic safing, isolation, or 
switch over function.
Software shall provide for crew/ground forced override of any automatic     
safing, isolation, or switch over functions.
Software shall provide fault containment mechanisms to prevent error 
propagation across replaceable unit interfaces.
Hazardous payloads shall provide failure status and data to core software 
Systems. Core software systems shall process hazardous payload status 
and data to provide status monitoring and failure annunciation.
Software (including firmware) Power On Self Test (POST) utilized within 
any replaceable unit or component shall be confined to that single system 
process controlled by the replaceable unit or component.
Software (including firmware) POST utilized within any replaceable unit 
or component shall terminate in a safe state.
Software shall initialize, start, and restart replaceable units to a safe state

For systems solely using software for hazard risk mitigation, software shall 
require two independent command messages for a commanded system 
action that could result in a critical or catastrophic hazard.
Software shall require two independent operator actions to initiate or 
terminate a system function that could result in a critical hazard.
Software shall require three independent operator actions to initiate or 
terminate a system function that could result in a catastrophic hazard.
Operational software functions shall allow only authorized access.

Software shall provide proper sequencing (including timing) of safety-
critical
Commands.

Software termination shall result in a safe system state.     

In the event of hardware failure, software faults that lead to system 
failures, or when the software detects a configuration inconsistent with the 
current mode of operation, the software shall have the capability to place 
the system into a safe state.
When the software is notified of or detects hardware failures, software 
faults that lead to system failures or a configuration inconsistent with the 
current mode of operation, the software shall notify the crew, ground 
operators, or the controlling executive.
Hazardous processes and safing processes with a time to criticality such 
that timely human intervention may not be available, shall be automated 
(i.e., not require crew intervention to begin or complete).
The software shall notify crew, ground, or the controlling executive during 
or immediately after execution of an automated hazardous or safing 
process.
Unused or undocumented codes shall be incapable of producing a critical 
or catastrophic hazard.
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All safety-critical elements (requirements, design elements, code 
components, and interfaces) shall be identified as "safety-critical."
An application software set shall ensure proper configuration of inhibits, 
interlocks, and safing logic, and exception limits at initialization.

Table 2: Generic safety software requirements listing [43]

The requirements which are derived for considering specific system and are identified 
from the following two ways are called specific requirements [42]: 

1) From Fault Tree Analysis. 
2) From the Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA).  

The above two techniques are discussed in the following section 5.4.

5.3 Problems or important issue with Safety 

The typical problems with safety testing can be seen as problems involved in 
specification of safety requirements and impossibility or significant costs to test the 
safety-critical software in its real environment [49] [50]. Even if software functions are
according to its specification, it doesn’t mean that software is safe. On the other hand, 
not all software errors detected during software testing cause safety critical problems. In 
order to address these issues in safety testing, [49] [41] cites challenges related to testing 
of safety-critical systems: 

Requirements-based testing: Requirements-based testing could provide useful 
results for safety verification [50]. However, it comes with some limitations for safety 
that are needed to be considered: One limitation is that even if the delivered software is 
defect-free, its behaviour may be unsafe due to ambiguous, incomplete or simply wrong 
requirements [50]. Another limitation is that some requirements of the safety-critical 
system will be considered relevant to safety while others will be considered irrelevant. 
And it is likely that many requirements will be in between these two extremes and their 
safety relevance may be uncertain [50]. Furthermore, safety requirements and test cases 
should be better linked. In this sense, the integration of testing tools with requirements 
analysis tools should be achieved and test case generation for safety-related scenarios 
should be improved [49]. 

Evaluation from multiple sources: The safety and trustworthiness of the 
system should be verified by combining different evidences from multiple sources such 
as testing, mathematical review, certification of testing personnel and process. However, 
there is a problem to structure and combine dissimilar information [49]. 

Model consistency: The discrepancies or mismatches between actual behaviour 
of a safety-critical system and expected behaviour can be hard to discover during 
testing. Formal methods should be used to perform all possible behaviours of the 
systems [49]. 

Virtual environments: The virtual environment simulations should be used to 
facilitate testing process. Methodologies and standards to support virtual environments 
in testing should be developed [49]. 

Limitations Due To Specification Languages: Requirements specifications 
use natural language to specify the requirements [41]. This is helpful to understand the 
requirements according to user point of views. Nevertheless, there are several problems 
associated with specifications using natural languages include [41]:
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1) Lack of clarity: Meticulousness and an unambiguous use of words are quite 
difficult without making the document tough to understand and it depends on the readers 
and writers using the same words for the different concept [41].

2) Requirements confusion: Because the natural language is too flexible one can 
say the same things in several ways that’s why it could be difficult to distinguish 
between the functional and non-functional requirements [41]. Because of the above 
mentioned problem with the natural language requirements specification it is better to 
use natural language as well as graphical or mathematical presentation for requirement 
specification.        

       
Misunderstanding Interface Specifications: In software safety requirements 

the interface between the software and the environment to be controlled are a major 
source of costly errors. About 20-35% of the safety-critical errors are discovered during 
the integration and system testing [41]. The reason behind this problem is 
misunderstanding about how the hardware operates and incompatibilities in the timing 
between sending and receiving sides, and failure to detect [41].  

5.4 Safety testing method, techniques and approaches  

5.4.1 Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA)

Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA) is used in the early stages of the life cycle (later 
stages of requirements analysis and early stages of design) and it was introduced in 1966 
upon the request of Department of Defence United State of America to study the safety 
at all the stages of the product development [37]. PHA consists of brainstorming activity 
where the preliminary design is discussed on the basis of the experience of the peoples 
involved in the activity [37]. A Generic check list in the table 3 can be used as a starting 
point to identify the hazard.

Generic Hazard 
Category

Hazards Software Controls Example

Contamination / 
Corrosion

Chemical Disassociation
Chemical Replacement / 
Combination
Moisture
Oxidation
Organic (Fungus, Bacterial, Etc.)
Particulate
Inorganic (Includes Asbestos)

Receive data input from 
hardware sensors (gas 
chromatograph, particle 
detector, etc.). Activate caution 
and warning indicators if levels 
surpass programmed limits, 
and/or automatically shutdown 
sources or activate fans.

Electrical 
Discharge / Shock

External Shock
Internal Shock
Static Discharge
Corona
Short

Prevent power from being 
turned on while access door is 
open.
Disable High Voltage when not 
in vacuum.

Environmental / 
Weather

Fog
Lightning
Precipitation (Fog, Rain, Snow, 
Sleet, Hail)
Sand / Dust
Vacuum
Wind
Temperature Extremes

Receive data input from sensor 
readings of hardware devices 
(particle detector, wind velocity 
probe, etc.). Send commands to 
shut down hardware if 
programmed limits are 
surpassed. 
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Fire / Explosion

Chemical Change (Exothermic, 
Endothermic)
Fuel & Oxidizer in Presence of 
Pressure and Ignition Source
Pressure Release / Implosion
High Heat Source

Monitor temperature; activate 
fire suppression system if 
temperature goes over set 
threshold.

Impact / Collision

Acceleration (Including Gravity)
Detached Equipment
Mechanical Shock / Vibration / 
Acoustical
Meteoroids / Meteorites
Moving / Rotating Equipment

Monitor position of rotating 
equipment. Keep position 
within defined limits, or 
shutdown motion if exceeding 
limits.

Loss of Habitable 
Environment*

Contamination
High Pressure
Low Oxygen Content
Low Pressure
Toxicity
Low Temperature
High Temperature

Receive data input from sensor 
readings of hardware devices. 
Send commands to operate 
proper sequencing of valve 
operation.

Pathological / 
Physiological/ 
Psychological

Acceleration / Shock / Impact / 
Vibration
Atmospheric Pressure (High, 
Low, Rapid Change)
Humidity
Illness
Noise
Sharp Edges
Sleep, Lack of
Visibility (Glare, Surface 
Fogging)
Temperature
Workload, Excessive

Monitor pressure and rate of 
change. Control pressure 
system to keep rate of change 
under set limit.

Radiation
EMI
Ionizing Radiation (Includes 
Radon)
Non-ionizing Radiation (Lasers, 
Etc.)

Receive data input from sensor 
readings of hardware devices. 
Shut down high gain antenna 
when operational time limit is 
reached.

Temperature 
Extremes

High
Low
Variations

Monitor temperature. Sound 
warning if temperature outside 
of limits

                                    Table 3: Generic Hazard Checklist [43]

The purpose of PHA is to identify safety-critical area [37]. Let’s takes an example 
of two hazards presented in the table 4. Hazards are presented in the first column that 
has to be inspected. The second column represents the possible effect because of this 
hazard. The third column represents the severity levels. Four types of severity levels 
catastrophic, critical, moderate and negligible can be assigned according to the effect of 
the hazard as shown in the table 5. Columns “co-effectors” and “exposure to danger” is
domain specific. The last column of the table represents the likelihood of occurrence 
which can be assigned according to table 6. 
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Hazard
Effect

(accident) Severity Co-effectors
Exposure 
to danger

Avoida
nce of 
danger

Loss of 
Braking

Death or series 
injury to 
occupants of the 
vehicle, other 
vehicles or 
pedestrians

Critical

High speed 
travel and 
requirement to 
slow down or 
stop

Frequent= 
le-2[1/h]

Unlikely 
to avoid 
danger

Uneven 
Braking

Directional 
instability, Death 
or Serious injury 
to occupants of 
the vehicle, other 
vehicles or 
pedestrians

Critical
Heavy traffic, 
Hazardous 
road condition

Frequent= 
le-2[1/h]

Likely 
to avoid 
danger

Table 4:  Primary hazard analysis [37]

Catastrophic
Loss of human life or permanent disability; loss 
of entire system; loss of ground facility; severe 
environmental damage.

Critical
Severe injury or temporary disability; major 
system or environmental damage.

Moderate
Minor injury; minor system damage.

Negligible
No injury or minor injury; some system 
stress, but no system damage.

Table 5: Hazard Severity Definitions [8]

Likelihood of Occurrence 
Definitions

Likely
The even will occur frequently, 
such as greater than 1 out of 10 
times.

Probable
The event will occur 
several times in the life of 
an item.

Possible
Likely to occur some time in the 
life of an item. 

Unlikely
Remote possibility of 
occurrence during the life of an 
item 

Improbable
Very rare, possibly is like 
winning the lottery.

             Table 6: Likelihood of Occurrence Definitions [43]

The advantage of PHA is that it is an iterative process that facilitates discovery of 
occurrence of the hazards under a realistic set of conditions. In this sense, the high-risk 
safety holes in software can be explored by repeating test scenarios [50]. The limitation 
of the PHA is that it is not well formalised because of the brainstorming [37]. 

5.4.2 Environment simulator

Testing the safety critical software under its real environment always is not possible, 
thus an environment simulator which is a virtual environment modelled from a real one 
should be operated as prototype under testing [51]. For example testing computer 
interlocking software of railway station in it’s a real environment is not possible. For 
construction the environment simulator the following two points should be considered 
[44]: 

Physical components which have I/O association with the software should be 
simulated [44].

“Only that function interested by the tester should be considered in the simulator 
(both normal functions and malfunctions)” [44]. 

Simulation can be recognized both in hardware and software but mostly it is done in 
software [44]. The main idea is to inject faults into the environment simulator [51]. By 
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running software in a faulty environment, the probability of fault-tolerance can be 
qualified. In order to develop such a fault embedded environment simulator, hazard 
analysis and a fault model should be considered. Several of fault injections should be 
considered as independent functions in source code. The faults can be automatically 
injected by test cases generator or injected manually from human computer interface to 
facilitate the testing [51] [44]. The basic view can be seen in the following (figure 4).

Figure 4: Environment Simulator [51]

The advantages of this testing method are that it is cost effective comparing to 
testing the system in the real environment and there is no possibility that environment 
simulator may cause harm to the people [51]. After executing environment simulator 
together with the software under test, the software can be executed in its real 
environment without any modifications or with few modifications [51]. On the other 
hand, this testing method is only concerned with requirements specification when 
generating test cases; it is not concerned with how critical parts of software are 
developed. Another disadvantage is that developed simulator will not be entirely failure-
free, may include some critical defects [51]. 

5.4.3 Rough-hierarchical testing 

Rough-hierarchical testing method focuses on the functional robustness of the 
safety-critical systems [47]. However, the boundaries between robust and non-robust 
safety critical software is not clear, because safety can only be increase by reducing 
risks intrinsic in software system. It adopts stress testing which is used to exercise rare 
conditions as much as possible [47]. To achieve this, test cases are classified roughly in 
terms of their probability and severity level [47]. 

In rough hierarchical testing, test cases include level A, level B, level C and level D 
as shown (figure 5) [47]: 

Level A. Regular test cases, without any abnormal inputs, are used to test the 
elementary functions which are included in specification [47]. 

Level B. Allowable stress test cases, with one or combined abnormal inputs which 
frequently happen in reality are used to test the protective functions described in 
specification [47]. 

Level C. Light stress test cases, with one or combined abnormal inputs which is an 
occasional case may cause critical consequences [47]. 

Level D. Strong stress test cases, with one or combined abnormal inputs which have 
an improbable possibility may cause critical consequences [47]. 
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                            Figure 5: General relationship [44]

After analyzing test data, test cases can be classified into the above levels. The test 
results can be divided into three classes: correct, fail-safe and failure. Correct class are 
indistinguishable with requirements specification or desire attributes [47]. Fail-safe class 
is the discrepancy from the customer or user expectation however keeps at the safe state 
while the operation is incorrect [47]. Failure class results give you an idea about that the 
task is not only implemented incorrectly but also generates severe outputs [47]. By 
comparing relationships between test cases at different levels and test results, the 
robustness of the safety-critical system can be specified [47]. 

Since precise characterization of testing is unfeasible, the advantages of rough 
hierarchical testing are that it is practical and trustworthy [47]. Based on the software 
requirements specification, the test cases can be classified into more levels meaning that 
this testing method is more flexible as well. The disadvantage of this testing method is 
that in order to test more complicated safety-critical systems, rough hierarchical 
classification of test cases may not be satisfactory [47]. 

5.4.4 Fault-tree Analysis 

Fault-tree Analysis is a static verification technique which can be used to improve 
effectiveness of software testing in order to verify safety-critical systems [52]. This 
technique was developed during early sixties (1961) when Bell laboratories used to 
asses the safety of the launch control system of the Minuteman missile later on was 
adopted by Boeing [37]. In fault-tree analysis, a hazard is specified and then the system 
is analyzed in the context of its environment and operation to find combinations of 
events that can lead to this hazard. Fault-tree itself is a graphical model of event 
combinations, events may include component failures, human errors etc. that can lead to 
the unsafe state [52]. After identifying hazardous software behaviour in the system fault 
tree, fault-tree analysis can be applied at the design or code level to identify safety-
critical components, to determine the conditions under which fault-tolerance should be 
initiated and to facilitate effective safety testing by pinpointing critical functions and test 
cases [52]. A fault tree consist of several level of event connected through logical gates 
in such a way that each event at a given level is a consequence of events at the level just 
below [52] [45]. Some common gates name, symbol and their description are as follow 
in the Figure 6, 7 and 8 [45]: 
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Figure 6: Name of Logic Gates [45]

Figure 7: Primary Event Block A [45]

Figure 8: Primary Event Block B [45]

Let’s take an example (Figure 9) shows a fault tree for the undesirable event of a car 
hitting a stationary object while driving on a straight road. The root node car hits object 
is the undesirable event. The root node with respect to safety presents a hazard while 
children nodes are the causes to the root node event to occur [46]. The role of Boolean 
gate is to show the relationship between the root node (parent node or event) and its 
child nodes (causes). The root node in this figure 10 is “car hits object” and its possible 
causes are: a driver doesn’t see object or car fails to brake [46]. The possible causes of 
driver don’t see object are object just around corner or driver sleep [46]. While the 
possible cause of car fails to brake are either brake fail or brakes ineffective, brake 
ineffective cause is brake weak and car going to fast [46]. Gowen [53] explains that fault 
trees can be used as oracles for developing test cases. To achieve this, fault tree analysis 
views a fault tree as a compound Boolean equation. The tree’s leaves represent the 
operands for the Boolean equation and tree’s interior nodes represent the Boolean 
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operations. Thus, a fault tree provides the means for identifying test data to cover the 
tree during testing [53]. Gowen [53] further describes different techniques (multiple 
event testing, occurrence-level testing and safe-state testing) which are using fault trees 
as oracles for testing. Fault tree analysis as start was developed for the hardware system 
but later after extension it is used for software system.
   

    
Figure 9: Car hits the objects [46]

The advantage of using fault trees as oracles for testing is that it allows software 
developers to focus on verifying the critical aspects of the system considering limited 
amount of testing resources [53]. Once testers finish verifying the critical aspects, they 
can begin testing the non-safety critical parts of the system. In addition, these methods 
and techniques provide a means for quantitatively assessing safety testing [53]. Overall 
advantage of fault-tree analysis is that it starts from a system safety-specification rather 
than the software functional requirements specification, thus it can identify errors in the 
latter and identify which functional requirements are conflicting with safety 
requirements [52]. The disadvantage of fault-tree analysis is that it requires a complete 
state analysis and it might be very costly and impractical for safety-critical systems. 
Although, the cost depends on the application, it is likely that the fault-tree analysis is 
cost-effective and practical when it is applied to small and medium-scale software [52]. 

5.4.5 Event Tree analysis

Event tree is a forward analysis technique which explore potential future problem 
that can lead to mishap [46]. An event tree can be seen (figure 10). The event user tries 
to start microwave while door is open is to explore with the possible two outcomes yes 
(Y) and no (N). The possible consequence of this event start from the door sensor 
reports door is open. Y and N option further lead to another event which is the software 
starts microwave. In the lockout blocks software yes condition no accident happened 
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while no condition lead to mishap or microwave exposure.      

Figure 10: Event tree [53]

An advantage of event tree is easy to depict and understand taking starting event 
which can lead to exposure. The possible limitation can be difficult to manage in the 
case of complex system. Also it is difficult to choose which event to explore for mishap.     

5.4.6 Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) 

Failure Mode and Effect analysis (FMEA) is an inductive analysis technique which 
has been used for studying the aircraft safety, space application, chemical plants, car 
manufacturing and nuclear installation [37]. US Department of Navy and Institute of 
Electric and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) have published many standard regarding to 
FMEA [37]. FMEA starts from component failure modes and the effect of each failure 
on subsystem, system and the results of the FMEA may be to accept the proposed 
components or to perhaps to issue recommendations for maintenance checks or to ask 
component replacement [37]. According to the table 7 [37] the speed sensor in a car may 
fail in three cases one of case is delivering no signal. This failure shows effects at 
subsystem level as vehicle speed will always be calculated as Zero because the 
subsystems believe that the vehicle is not moving [37]. The system is affected by this 
failure because the speed indicator shows a null speed, the milometer is not incremented 
and the electronic gearbox selects a wrong gear [37]. Hazard severity is minor for the 
first and second failure and major in third mode. The advantages of failure mode are that 
it facilitates the analysis of component failure and its effects to the subsystem and 
system. The typical table could be the component, failure mode, subsystem effect, 
vehicle effect and hazards. 
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Compo
nent

Failur
e 

Mode

Subsystem 
Effects

Vehicle Effects Haz Failur
e rate
[1/h]

Comments

Vehicle 
speed 
sensor

No 
signal

Vehicle 
speed will 
always be 
calculated as 
zero

1. No speed indication
2. Milometer not 
incremented
3. Electronic gearbox 
control may select too low 
gear, possibly resulting in 
wheel lockup or 
transmission damage

Min
Min
Maj

5E-5

Effect 3) requires 
simultaneous failure 
of engine load 
calculation and 
mechanical interlocks 
on gearbox

Vehicle 
speed 
sensor

Noisy 
(too 

many 
edges)

Calculated 
vehicle 
speed will be 
too high. If 
edges arrive 
at higher rate 
than 
specified, 
they will be 
lost

4. Indicated speed greater 
than actual
5. Milometer over-reards
6. Electronic gearbox 
control may select too 
high gear, possible 
resulting in stall 

Min

Min
Min

3E-5

Effect 6) is hard to 
detect via engine load 
calculation, unless 
noise is extreme

Vehicle 
speed 
sensor

Interm
ittent

Calculated 
vehicle 
speed will be 
too low

7. Speed indicated lower 
than actual
8. Mileometer under-reads
9. As 3)

Min

Min
Maj

4E-5 See above

                               Table 7: Failure Mode and Effect Analysis [37] 

5.4.7 Master Plant Logic Diagram (MPLD)

Master Plant Logic Diagram (MPLG) is the extension of Master Logic Diagram 
which represents all the physical interaction among various plant system and subsystem 
by using logic diagram [37]. To accomplish the system task like the figure 11 MPLG 
depicts the function, sub function and hardware component in a simple way. MPLG is 
used for the possible safety assessment to model and integrate the relationship between 
all plant functions and equipment, that’s why it is suitable for several safety applications 
[37]. MPLD forms the relationship using logical gates and dot. As from (figure 11), 
system can be failed because of either the fail of function F1 or F2. F1 function is 
further sub-divided into function F1-1, F1-2 while F2 into F2-1, F2-2. F2-1 and F2-2 are 
the causes of the failure of the F2 and hence also the failure of the system. The out put 
of the MPLD can be in the form of graphical and textual or tabular [37].                      
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Figure 11: Master Plant Logic Diagram (MPLG) [37]

Table 8: Master Plant Logic Diagram (MPLG) [37]

The advantages of the Master Plant Logic Diagram (MPLG) are simple to maintain 
for complex system, easy to trace and update [37].
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6 SECURITY

The aim of this chapter is to introduce the study of security for the thesis. It is 
structured as follows: Section 6.1 presents the introduction of the security; Section 6.2 
presents the security requirements; Section 6.3 discusses the problems or important issue 
related to security. Finally, Section 6.4 presents the approaches to security.

6.1 Introduction

According to Oladimeji [61], “Security means different things to different 
applications depending on the nature, environment, and scope of the systems”. Software 
security has continued to attract considerable thought as people increasingly relies on 
computer-based systems [61]. A study conducted by the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST) was reported that software systems faulty in security and 
reliability cost the US economy $59.5 billion annually in breakdowns and repairs [61].

6.2 Security Requirements

“Security requirements are included in a system to ensure that unauthorised access 
to the system and its data is not allowed and to ensure the integrity of the system from 
accidental or malicious damage” [1]. Non-functional security requirements ensure that a 
set of non-state changing system properties are maintained [55]. For example in the 
traffic light system, the accuracy of clock that shall be within two minutes is non-
functional security requirements. Different types of security requirement are given 
(Table 9) based on [62]. Security requirements concentrate what should not happen in 
the system [64].  

  
Security 

Requirements         
Name

Definition          Examples of requirements

IDENTIFICATION 
REQUIREMENTS

These types of 
requirements specify the 
extent to which a business, 
application and component 
shall identify its externals 
factor before interacting 
with them.

1) The application shall recognize all of its 
client application before allowing them to use 
its capability.
2) The application shall recognize all of its 
human users before allowing them to use its
capabilities.
3) The data center shall recognize all personnel 
before allowing them to enter.

AUTHENTICATION 
REQUIREMENTS

These types of 
requirements specify the 
access and usage privileges 
of authenticated users and 
client applications.

1) The application shall allow each customer to 
obtain access to all of personal account 
information.
2) The application shall not allow any customer 
to access any account information of any other 
customer.
3) The application shall not allow customer 
service agents to access the credit card 
information of customers.

IMMUNITY 
REQUIREMENTS

These types of 
requirements specify the 
extent to which an 
application or component 
shall protect itself from 
infection by unauthorized 
undesirable program like 
computer viruses, worms, 
and Trojan horses.

1) The application shall protect itself from 
infection by scanning all entered or 
downloaded data and software for known 
computer viruses, worms, Trojan horses, and 
other similar harmful programs. 
2) The application shall disinfect any file found 
to contain a harmful program if disinfection is 
possible. 

3) The application shall notify the security 
administrator and the associated user if it 
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detects a harmful program during a scan.

INTEGRITY 
REQUIREMENTS

These types of 
requirements specify the 
extent to which an 
application or component 
shall ensure that its data 
and communications are 
not intentionally 
corrupted via 
unauthorized creation, 
modification, or deletion.

1) The application shall prevent the 
unauthorized corruption of emails (and their 
attachments, if any) that it sends to customers 
and other external users. 
2) The application shall prevent the 
unauthorized corruption of data collected 
from customers and other external users. 
3) The application shall prevent the 
unauthorized corruption of all 
communications passing through networks 
that are external to any protected data 
canters.

INTRUSION 
DETECTION 

REQUIREMENTS

These types of 
requirements specify the 
extent to which an 
application or component 
shall detect and record 
attempted access or 
modification by 
unauthorized individuals.

1) The application shall detect and record all 
attempted accesses that fail identification, 
authentication, or authorization requirements.
2) The application shall daily notify the data 
center security officer of all failed attempted 
accesses during the previous 24 hours.
3) The application shall notify the data center 
security officer within 5 minutes of any 
repeated failed attempt to access the 
employee and corporate financials Databases.

NONREPUDIATION   
REQUIREMENTS

These types of 
requirements specify the 
extent to which a 
business, application, or 
component shall prevent 
a party to one of its 
interactions (message, 
transaction) from 
denying having 
participated in all or part 
of the interaction.

1) The application shall make and store 
tamper-proof records of the following 
information about each order received from a 
customer and each invoice sent to a 
customer: 
a) The contents of the order or invoice. 
b) The date and time that the order or invoice 
was sent. 
c) The date and time that the order or invoice 
was received.

PRIVACY 
REQUIREMENTS

These types of 
requirements specify the 
extent to which a 
business, application, 
component, or center 
shall keep its sensitive 
data and communications 
private from 
unauthorized individuals 
and programs.

1) The application shall not store any 
personal information about the users.
2) The application shall not allow 
unauthorized individuals or programs access 
to any communications.
3) The application shall not allow 
unauthorized individuals or programs access 
to any stored data.

SECURITY AUDITING 
REQUIREMENTS

These types of 
requirements specify the 
extent to which a 
business, application, 
component, or center 
shall enable security 
personnel to audit the 
status and use of its 
security mechanisms.

1) The application shall collect, organize, 
summarize, and regularly report the status of 
its security mechanisms including: 
a) Identification, Authentication, and 
Authorization. 
b) Immunity. 
c) Privacy.
d) Intrusion Detection.

SURVIVABILITY 
REQUIREMENTS

These types of 
requirements specify the 
extent to which an 
application or center 
shall survive the 
intentional loss or 
destruction of a 
component.

1) The application shall not have a single 
point of failure.
2) The application shall continue to function 
(possibly in degraded mode) even if a data 
center is destroyed.

PHYSICAL 
PROTECTION 

REQUIREMENTS

These types of 
requirements specify the 
extent to which an 
application or center 
shall protect itself from 
physical assault.

1) The data center shall protect its hardware 
components from physical damage, 
destruction, theft, or surreptitious 
replacement.
2) The data center shall protect its personnel 
from death and injury.
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SYSTEM 
MAINTENANCE 

SECURITY 
REQUIREMENTS

These types of 
requirements specify the 
extent to which an 
application, component, 
or center shall prevent 
authorized modifications 
(defect fixes, 
enhancements, updates) 
from accidentally 
defeating its security 
mechanisms.

1) The application shall not violate its 
security requirements as a result of the 
upgrading of a data, hardware, or software 
component.”
2) The application shall not violate its 
security requirements as a result of the 
replacement of a data, hardware, or software 
component.”

Table 9: Different types of security requirement [62]

6.3 Problems or important issue with Security

Not clear specified requirements: Common problems with security requirements 
start from elicitation phase of requirements specification and continue with design and 
implementation phases due to not clearly specified requirements. 

Specification at later stage: Usually security requirements are specified at later 
stages of development and thus it increases system’s vulnerability [56]. 

Software vulnerabilities: Software security vulnerabilities which an attacker can 
exploit can be divided into two categories: bugs at the implementation level and flaws at 
the design level. Comparing to implementation level vulnerabilities, design level 
vulnerabilities are harder to handle, but they are also more critical [56].

Security at implementation level: Security testing for implementation must 
pinpoint if any of the system function is unintended or unauthorized. However, 
implementation testing is costly and it takes more time and resources [57].

Automatic testing tools: Most of the tester uses the testing tools for test cases
which show the presence of some correct behaviour not the absence of additional 
behaviour [54].    

6.4 Security Testing Approaches 

6.4.1 Misuse Cases 

Misuse case can be defined as a use case from the attacker’s point of view [59]. 
Whenever a new requirement, future or use case is created, how that feature might be 
intentionally misused should be considered. [60]. Thus, misuse should be developed 
recursively. Misuse cases should be identified during a brainstorming activity between 
system stakeholders and how existing use cases could be threatened by those misuse 
cases should be considered. After that, the strategies to mitigate these misuse cases 
should be developed. A Misuse case is inverse of use cases for example a function that 
system should not allow and the mis-actor is a special kind of actor who initiate misuse 
cases [63] [64]. Possibly the use cases are used to elicit the functional requirements 
while the misuse cases are used for eliciting the non-functional requirements [59]. Like 
use cases, misuse cases can also be developed from system to subsystem level and lower 
level. Subsystem and lower level misuse case can be developed to elicit and analyzed 
security requirements which are difficult at system level. Let’s take the example of web 
portal security as shown in figure 12 [59]. Use cases are at the left side while misuse 
cases are on the right hand side of figure 12 [59]. Supposing as these are two teams then 
a team best strategy consists of thinking ahead to the other team best move and acting to 
block it [59]. The misuse case players or mis-actor are the rogue employee, service user 
itself, hacker while use cases players are the legitimate service user or security [59]. The 
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legitimate web service user access system can be threatened by rogue employee or 
hacker. If the service system is strictly control from the security prospective then the 
system is itself threatened by legitimate user. If the service system is loosely control 
then there may be chances of more threats from the hacker.                       

Figure 12: Web portal security [59]

The advantage of misuse cases during analysis can help to elicit and organize 
requirements more effectively. Misuse cases especially can be helpful to elicit non-
functional security requirements, thus analyzing misuse cases complements existing 
analysis, design and verification practices [59]. Furthermore, misuse cases have an 
important role during system design in addressing design issues and trade-offs. When 
designers identify the threats, mitigations and possible conflicts between design options 
by taking advantage of misuse cases, they can make trade off one design option against 
another. In order to avoid overuse of misuse cases which may lead to little impact on 
security issues, they should be prioritized based on security know-how and expertise. 
Spending time and resources on less risky security issues will lead to reduce benefits of 
misuse cases on security testing. 

6.4.2 Abuse case 

“Abuse case is a specification of interaction between a system and one or more 
actors, where the results of the interaction are harmful to the system, actors, or one of 
the stakeholders of the system”[65]. Abuse case is similar to use case since it use the 
same diagram to depict but in abuse case, abuse actor behave maliciously. Like misuse 
case, abuse cases are used to elicit the security requirements. Take an example (Figure 
13) of internet based information security laboratory system [65]. Student, administrator 
and the instructor are the legitimate actor in the use case diagram. And abuse case actors 
are malicious student, script kiddie and nazgul. Normally security lab consists of 
collection of system and software. The lab consists of four kinds of entities servers 
(presence for the students), sources, targets, and exercises [65]. Administrator is 
responsible for setting up the lab. Security instructor develops the practical exercise and 
gives resultant score. This is the whole scenario for use case in the figure 13 [65]. Now 
consider the abuse case where the same symbol representation is used for the actor but 
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this actor behaves maliciously. As from the figure 14 [65], malicious student is the 
abuse actor whose purpose is to copy other student work, tamper with scores and tamper 
with exercise. Script kidder is an abuse actor with the abuse cases of root lab host, 
vandalize lab host and browse exercise with warez. Nazgul is the last malicious player 
in the figure 14 with the having the purpose of browse exercise with scalpel and capture 
lab host.

Figure 13: Use case for internet based information security laboratory [65]

Figure 14: Abuse case for internet based information security laboratory [65]

The advantages of this model are that it can be used to increase both user and 
customer understanding of the security features of a proposed product [65]. They are 
simple and abstract enough to be understood by users from a wide range of application 
domains [65]. The limitations of abuse case models are subtle and very abstract and it 
can be difficult for users or customers to apply them in their own domain [65]. 

6.4.3 Risk-based Approach 

In order to manage security risk, security testing tasks which are applied at different 
stages of software development life cycle can be seen in the figure 15 [58]. These tasks 
start with creating abuse/misuse cases and listing security requirements between 
specification and design phase; continue with risk analysis at design phase and building 
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risk-based security tests between design and implementation phase and practices ends 
with performing penetration testing after development and testing of software. 

          Security testing should involve two different approaches which are as follow [56]: 

1) Testing security mechanisms and features to ensure that their functionality is properly 
implemented. 

2) Performing risk-based security testing motivated by understanding and simulating 
attacker’s behaviour. 

At design level, risk analysis can help to identify potential security problems. In 
risk-based approach, the designer must think like an attacker. By identifying and ranking 
risks in the system and creating tests driven by those risks, testers can focus on areas of 
code in which malicious attacks might be successful. On the other hand, the 
disadvantage of risk-based security testing is that it relies more on expertise and 
experience [58] [61].

Figure 15: Software Development life cycle [58]

Penetration testing is commonly applied mechanism used to measure software 
security and can be applied at unit and system levels. Penetration testing can be 
integrated to development process in such a way that its results can help to improve 
design, implementation and deployment tasks [58]. Penetration testing involves analysis 
of the system vulnerabilities and bugs. Vulnerabilities are security weaknesses or flaws 
that make a system susceptible to an attack (attack is an exploitation of a vulnerability) 
[61]. Security problems that are found during penetration testing should be presented to 
the system owner and assessment of impacts of problems and strategies regarding how 
to mitigate identified vulnerabilities should be presented [58]. If penetration testing 
reveals severe flaws, the deployment of the system should be reconsidered [58]. The 
limitation of penetration testing is that it represents too little and too late attempt to deal 
with security issues at the end of the development life cycle. Thus, fixing security 
problems at this stage is an expensive process. Despite the fact that the success of 
penetration testing depends on metrics and standardization, tester skills and experiences 
lend to limitations as well [58]. 

6.4.4 Attack Trees

Attack trees are used for elicitation the security requirement. It is a tree structure 
technique for describing security threats to a system based on the types of attacks that 
could happen [66] [67]. From the figure 16 A [66], the attack goals are at high level 
(root node) and the way how to achieve these goals are depicted at lower level (leaf 
nodes). Sub tree goals further can be depicted as separately the same way as the main 
tree. Attack trees are refined by using logical gates like AND or OR gate.      
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Figure 16 A: Main attack tree [66]

Figure 16 B: Attack sub-tree [66]

Creating an attack tree for security decision purpose required the following steps [67]:

1) Identify the possible attacker goals and depict a separate tree for each goal, 
nevertheless they may share sub tree and node [67].
2) Identify the attacks against each goal and add them to the tree down the node and 
branches [67].

The advantage of attack tree is better understanding of stakeholder and requirement 
engineer toward the threats or attacks [67]. The other advantage is that attack tree can be 
re-used so there is no need to develop the entire attack tree for the same attacks [66].
Difficult to handle when consist of multiple pages. 
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7 COMPARISON OF THE MODELING TECHNIQUES

The aim of this chapter is to provide the comparison of the models or testing 
techniques that are discussed above. Before going to discuss and evaluate the models or 
testing technique, some of the test factors are discussed. The comparison study is in the 
form of text as well as table. At last of each subsection comparison resulted are 
discussed based on the test factors. 

Test Factors: 
Requirement Area: The comparison is provided for more than two different non-
functional requirements techniques. Requirement area is used to distinguish one non-
functional requirement models or testing techniques with the other.   

Experiment Environment: The test is conducted under what situation? It is special lab 
or it is the office environment. 

Communication: What types of communication is used? Two types of communication 
are possible. One is direct face to face; other is not direct face to face but using any 
barrier. 

Communication Medium: Communication is possible through intercom medium or 
communication medium is not used. 

Test timing: Test is conducted during working hours or it is conducted after the 
working hours. 

Information captures Media: What types of media can be used for information 
capturing purpose? Whether these are test logs software or hand written notes.  

Information Storage Media: Is there any type of central database is used or not. 

Assistance: Assistance can be provided on request. It can be provided directly or 
through any medium. 

Observation or recording: Usability engineer, interaction designer and developer can 
be used to observe the user during the test. Cameras are used for the recording the users. 

Structure: Structure is how it looks like? Whether it is hierarchical or table or graphical 
with path structure

Analysis type: Different types of analysis are used. For example forward analysis, 
reversed analysis.   

Brainstorming:  Brainstorming involves participants from different stakeholder groups 
engaging in informal discussion to rapidly generate as many ideas as possible without 
focusing on any one in particular. 

First step to draw: Its represent what is the starting point to think about? 

Interaction with use case: Its represents whether particular models or techniques are 
directly drawn with use case or it is drawn separately. 
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Recursive procedure: Its represent the system to sub-system or lower level 
representation. 

Thinking-ahead Strategy: It is team strategy to think ahead of the other team and 
acting to block it.

7.1 Usability

7.1.1 Sit-In Session Vs Usability Nights

Experiment Environment: Both testing method required Usability lab.   

Communication: In sit-in session users are sitting alone that’s why face to face direct
communication is not possible. While in usability nights users direct communicate with 
the usability engineer. Users are sitting with one or more usability engineer. 

Communication Medium: Intercom is used for the communication in sit-in session. 
No medium is used for usability night because of direct communication.

Test timing: In Sit-in session, test is conducted during normal working hours 
whereas in usability night it is conducted after working hours. 

Information captures Media: Test logs software and notes are used for capturing 
information in sit-in session. Hand written notes are used for capturing information in 
usability night.   

Information Storage Media: Central Database is required for the sit-in session test.
Database is not a requirement for usability night. 

Assistance: In sit-in session assistance is provided through intercom while in usability 
night face to face direct assistance is provided. 

Observation or recording: Usability engineer and Cameras are used for observation
and recording during sit-in session. Only usability engineer sitting with user observe the 
problem during usability night test.  

Cost effectiveness: Sit-in session and usability night both are expensive techniques. 
Usability night is less expensive as compare to sit-in session because of less resources 
use.
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Test
Factors

Sit-In Session Usability Nights

Requirement Area Usability Usability

Experiment 
Environment

Usability Lab Usability Lab

Communication Not Direct Direct

Communication 
Medium

Intercom No

Test timing Working hours After working hours

Information captures 
Media

Test logs, Hand written 
notes

Hand written notes

Information Storage 
Media

Central database Database can be used

Assistance Indirect Direct

Observation or 
recording

Usability engineer, 
cameras

Usability engineer

Cost effectiveness N Y

Comparison Results: The comparison result shows that usability night testing 
method is more cost effective as compare to the sit-in session.
(Usability nights> Sit-in session)

7.1.2 Informal Setups Vs Sit-In Session 

Experiment Environment: No usability lab is required for informal setups. Test can 
be conducted in any available place. Usability test lab is required for sit-in session.   

Communication: In informal setup direct face to face communicate is provided. 
While in sit-in session user is sitting alone and face to face direct communication is not 
possible.  

Communication Medium: No communication medium is required for the informal 
setups. Intercom is used for the communication medium in sit-in session. 

Test timing: Normal working hours are used for conducting the test in both informal 
setups and sit-in session. 

Information captures Media: Informal setups can also use test logs software. Test 
logs software and notes are used for capturing information in sit-in session.

 Information Storage Media: No central database is required for informal setup. 
Central Database is required for the sit-in session.

Assistance: Informal setups use direct assistance. In sit-in session assistance is 
provided through intercom. 
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Observation or recording: Usability engineer and camcorder are used during 
informal test. Cameras are used for recording during sit-in session test.

Cost effectiveness: Informal setup is less expensive as compare to sit-in session 
because test can be conducted at any place.

Test
Factors

Informal Setups Sit-In Session

Requirement Area Usability Usability

Experiment 
Environment

No Usability Lab Usability Lab

Communication Direct In-direct

Communication 
Medium

Not required Intercom

Test timing Working hours Working hours

Information captures 
Media

Test logs Test logs

Information Storage 
Media

Database is not required Central database

Assistance Direct In-direct

Observation or 
recording

Usability engineer, 
camcorder

Usability engineer, 
cameras

Cost effectiveness Y N

Comparison Results: The comparison result shows that informal setups testing 
method is more cost effective as compare to the sit-in session.
(Informal Setups > Sit-in session)

7.1.3 Informal Setups Vs Usability Nights 

Experiment Environment: No usability lab required for informal setups. Test can be 
conducted in any available place. Usability lab is required for usability nights.   

Communication: There is direct face to face communication in both of the 
techniques.   

Communication Medium: Like in usability night no communication medium is 
required for the informal setups. 

Test timing: Normal working hours are used for conducting the test in informal setups. 
After working hours are used for the usability nights test. 

Information captures Media: Test logs software may also be used in informal 
setups. Notes are used for capturing information in usability night.   
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Information Storage Media: No database is required for both of the informal setups 
and usability night. 

Assistance: Direct assistance is possible in both informal setups and usability night.

Observation or recording: Usability engineer and camcorder are used during 
informal test. Only usability engineer sitting with user observe and note the problem 
during usability night test.  

Cost effectiveness: Informal setup is less expensive as compare to usability night.

Test
Factors

Informal Setups Usability Nights

Requirement Area Usability Usability

Experiment 
Environment

No Usability Lab Usability Lab

Communication Direct Direct

Communication 
Medium

Not required Not required

Test timing Working hours After working hours

Information captures 
Media

Test logs Hand written notes

Information Storage 
Media

Database is not required Database can be used

Assistance Direct Direct

Observation or 
recording

Usability engineer, 
camcorder

Usability engineer

Cost effectiveness Y Y

Comparison Results: The comparison result shows that informal setups testing 
method is more cost effective as compare to usability night.
(Informal setups > Usability nights)

7.1.4 Informal Setups Vs Sit-In Session Vs Usability Nights

Experiment Environment: No usability lab is required for informal setups. Test can 
be conducted in any available place. Usability lab is required for both sit-in session and 
usability nights.   

Communication: Like in usability nights user’s direct communication is possible in 
informal setups. User is sitting with one or more usability engineer. In sit-in session user 
are sitting alone and face to face communication is not possible.  

Communication Medium: Like in usability night no communication medium is 
required for the informal setups. Intercom is used for the communication in sit-in 
session test. 
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Test timing: Working hours is used for conducting the test both in informal method 
and in sit-in session. After working hours are used for the usability nights test. 

Information captures Media: Like in sit-in session, informal setups also use test 
logs software. Only notes are used for capturing information in usability night.   

 Information Storage Media: Central Database is required for the sit-in session test.
No database is required for usability night and informal setups. 

Assistance: Informal setups and usability night use direct assistance. In sit-in session 
assistance is provided through intercom. 

Observation or recording: Usability engineer and camcorder are used during 
informal test. Cameras are used for recording in sit-in session test. Only usability 
engineer sitting with user observe and note the problem during usability night test.  

Cost effectiveness: Informal setup is less expensive as compare to sit-in session and 
usability night because test can be conducted at any place.

Test 

Factors

Informal 
Setups

Sit-In Session Usability 
Nights

Requirement 
Area

Usability Usability Usability

Experiment 
Environment

No Usability Lab Usability Lab Usability Lab

Communication Direct In-direct Direct

Communication 
Medium

Not required Intercom Not required

Test timing Working hours Working hours After working 
hours

Information 
captures Media

Test logs Test logs Hand written 
notes

Information 
Storage Media

Database is not 
required

Central database Database can be 
used

Assistance Direct In-direct Direct

Observation or 
recording

Usability 
engineer, 

camcorder

Usability 
engineer, 
cameras

Usability 
engineer

Cost 
effectiveness

Y N Y
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Comparison Results: The comparison result shows that informal setups and 
usability night testing method are more cost effective as compare to the sit-in session.
(Informal setups & Usability > Sit-in session)

7.1.5 Heuristic-based approach Vs Questionnaire-based Approach

Requirement Area: Usability

Usage: Heuristic-based and questionnaire-based approaches are often used for the 
mobile devices.

Experiment Environment: Usability lab is not required for both of the approaches.   

Communication Medium: No communication medium is used for heuristic-based 
approach and questionnaire-based approach.

Test timing: Working hours is used for conducting the both of the test. 

Information captures Media: In questionnaire-based approach questionnaire are 
used as a notes and further analysis and decision issue. In heuristic-based approach 
questionnaire or other types of notes can be used.   

Assistance: In question-based approach assistance can be provided upon the request of 
user. Some time user misunderstands the question then he can ask for direct assistance. 
Depending upon the technique used in heuristic-based approach assistance can be 
provided.  

Cost effectiveness: Both techniques are inexpensive as compare to usability lab.

Flexibility: Heuristic-based approach is more flexible as compare to questionnaire-
based approach.

Test 
Factors

Heuristic-based 
Approach

Questionnaire-based 
Approach

Requirement Area Usability Usability

Usage Testing of Mobile 
devices

Testing of Mobile 
devices

Experiment 
Environment

Any available place Any available place

Communication 
Medium

Not required Not required

Test timing Working hours Working hours

Information captures 
Media

Papers Papers

Assistance Direct Direct
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Flexibility Y N

Cost effectiveness Y Y

Comparison Results: The comparison result shows that because of the flexibility 
testing factor heuristic-based approach is better as compare to questionnaire-based 
approach.
(Heuristic-based > Questionnaire-based)

7.2 Safety

7.2.1 Fault-tree Analysis Vs Event Tree analysis

Structure: Both techniques use the tree or hierarchical structure to depict.

Analysis type: Fault tree use reverse analysis while event tree use the forward analysis 
technique.   

Technique type: Fault tree is deductive while event tree is inductive technique.     

Depiction: Fault tree analysis use the logical gate like, AND or OR to depict. Event 
tree use the graphical representation and path for depiction.

Resource-intensive: For a complex system fault-tree and event tree analysis are 
resource-intensive because of multiple pages [67].

Update: Fault tree analysis and event tree analysis is not easy to update when 
following changes [67]. 

Traceable: Fault-tree analysis and event tree analysis use independency structure 
that’s why it is not easy to traceable in large system. 

Cost effectiveness: Fault tree analysis and event tree analysis both are expensive
technique for large and complex system.   

Time consuming: Fault tree analysis and event tree analysis are also time consuming 
activity when it has to trace and update for large system.

Suitable system: Both are suitable for the small and medium system analysis.      
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Test
Factors

Fault-tree Event Tree 

Requirement Area Safety Safety

Structure Tree or hierarchical Graphical and path

Analysis type Reverse analysis Forward Analysis

Technique type Deductive Inductive

Depiction Logical gate Graphical

Resource-intensive Y Y

Easy to Update N N

Easy to Traceable N N

Time consuming Y Y

Suitable system Small and medium Small and medium

Cost effectiveness N (For large system) N (For large system)

Comparison Results: The comparison result shows that both analysis techniques 
are not suitable for a large system. So it’s better if we use these analysis techniques for 
small or medium size system analysis.
(Small or Medium size System > Fault-tree & Event tree)

7.2.2 Fault-tree Analysis Vs Failure Mode and Effect Analysis 
(FMEA)

Structure: Fault-tree uses the tree structure while Failure Mode and Effect Analysis use 
the table.

Analysis type: Fault tree use reverse analysis while Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
use the forward analysis.   

Technique type: Fault tree is deductive while Failure Mode and Effect Analysis is 
inductive technique.     

Depiction: Fault tree analysis use the logical gates like, AND or OR gates. Failure 
Mode and Effect Analysis use the table.

Cost effectiveness: Fault-tree analysis and Failure Mode and Effect Analysis are not 
cost effectiveness for large system.    
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Test
Factors

Fault-tree Analysis Failure Mode and 
Effect Analysis

Requirement Area Safety Safety

Structure Tree Table

Analysis type Reverse analysis Forward analysis

Technique type Deductive Inductive

Depiction Logical gate Table

Cost effectiveness N N

Comparison Results: The comparison result shows that both analysis techniques 
are suitable for small and medium system analysis. 
(Small and Medium System > Fault-tree & Failure Mode and Effect 
Analysis)

7.2.3 Fault-tree Analysis Vs Master Plant Logic Diagram (MPLD)

Structure: Both techniques use the tree structure to depict.

Analysis type: Fault tree and Master Plant Logic Diagram use reverse analysis or 
qualitative analysis.   

Technique type: Both fault and Master Plant Logic Diagram uses the deductive 
technique.     

Depiction: Fault tree analysis use the logical gates like, AND or OR gates to depict. 
Master Plant Logic Diagram also uses the logical gate with dot dependency and also 
table or text.

Resource-intensive: For a large or complex system fault-tree becomes resource-
intensive because of multiple pages. This is not the case regarding of the Master Plant 
and Logic Diagram [67]. 

Update: Fault tree is not easy to update when following changes, while this is not the 
case in Master Plant Logic Diagram. 

Traceable: Fault-tree use independency structure that’s why it is not easy to traceable. 
Master Plant Logic Diagram has the interdependency matrix that’s why it is easy to 
traceable. 

Cost effectiveness: Fault tree analysis is expensive as compare to Master Plant Logic 
Diagram in large system.   

Time consuming: Fault tree analysis is also time consuming activity when it has to 
trace and update. Master Plant Logic Diagram doest have time consuming problem. 
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Suitable system: Fault tree is suitable for the small and medium system analysis. 
Master Plant Logic Diagram is suitable for medium and large or complex system 
analysis.
       

Test 
Factors

Fault-tree Analysis Master Plant 
Logic Diagram

Requirement Area Safety Safety

Structure Tree or hierarchical Tree or 
hierarchical

Analysis type Reverse analysis Reverse analysis

Technique type Deductive Deductive

Depiction Logical gate Logical gate and 
Dot dependency 

Resource-intensive Y N

Easy to update N Y

Easy to traceable N Y

Time consuming Y N

Suitable system Small and medium Medium and large 

Cost effectiveness N Y

Comparison Results: The comparison result shows that Master plant logic 
diagram is better analysis technique as compare to Fault-tree analysis.
(Master plant logic diagram > Fault-tree analysis)

7.2.4 Event Tree analysis Vs Failure Mode and Effect Analysis 
(FMEA)

Structure: Event tree uses the tree structure while Failure Mode and Effect Analysis 
use the table.

Analysis type: Both use the forward analysis technique.   

Technique type: Event tree and Failure Mode and Effect Analysis use the inductive 
technique.     

Depiction: Event tree analysis use the logical gates like, AND or OR gates. Failure 
Mode and Effect Analysis use the table.

Suitable system: Both are suitable for the small and medium system analysis.         
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Cost effectiveness: Event tree analysis and Failure Mode and Effect Analysis are 
expensive process for complex system.   

Test
Factors

Event Tree analysis Failure Mode and 
Effect Analysis

Requirement Area Safety Safety

Structure Tree or hierarchical Table

Analysis type Forward Analysis Forward analysis

Technique type Inductive Inductive

Depiction Graphical Table

Suitable system Small and medium Small and medium

Cost effectiveness N N

Comparison Results: The comparison result shows that both techniques are 
suitable for small or medium size system analysis. 
(Small and Medium System > Event tree analysis & Failure Mode and 
Effect Analysis)

7.2.5 Event Tree analysis Vs Master Plant Logic Diagram (MPLD)

Structure: Both techniques use the tree structure to depict.

Analysis type: Event tree use the forward analysis technique while Master Plant Logic 
Diagram use reverse analysis or qualitative analysis.   

Technique type: Event tree is an inductive technique while Master Plant Logic 
Diagram uses the deductive technique.     

Depiction: Event tree analysis use the logical gates like, AND or OR gates to depict. 
Master Plant Logic Diagram also uses the logical gate with dot dependency and also 
table or text.

Resource-intensive: For a complex system event tree becomes resource-intensive 
because of multiple pages. This is not the case regarding of the Master Plant and Logic 
Diagram [67]. 

Update: Event tree is not easy to update when following changes. Master Plant Logic 
Diagram can easily be updated. 

Traceable: Event tree use independency structure that’s why it is not easy to traceable. 
Master Plant Logic Diagram has the interdependency matrix that’s why it is easy to 
traceable. 
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Cost effectiveness: Event tree analysis is expensive process for complex system as 
compare to Master Plant Logic Diagram.   

Time consuming: Event tree analysis is time consuming activity when it has to trace 
and update. Master Plant Logic Diagram doest have time consuming problem. 

Suitable system: Event tree is suitable for the small and medium system analysis. 
Master Plant Logic Diagram is suitable for medium and large system analysis.

Test 
Factors

Event Tree analysis Master Plant Logic 
Diagram

Requirement Area Safety Safety

Structure Tree or Hierarchical Tree or hierarchical

Analysis type Forward Analysis Reverse analysis

Technique type Inductive Deductive

Depiction Graphical Logical gate and Dot 
dependency 

Resource-intensive Y N

Easy to update N Y

Easy to traceable N Y

Time consuming Y N

Suitable system Small and medium Medium and large 

Cost effectiveness N (For large system) Y

Comparison Results: The comparison result shows that Master plant logic 
diagram is better as compare to event tree considering large system.
(Master plant logic diagram > Event tree)

7.2.6 Master Plant Logic Diagram (MPLD) Vs Failure Mode and 
Effect Analysis (FMEA)

Structure: Master Plant Logic Diagram use the tree structure to depict while Failure 
Mode and Effect Analysis use the table.

Analysis type: Master Plant Logic Diagram use reverse analysis while Failure Mode 
and Effect Analysis use forward analysis technique.   

Technique type: Master Plant Logic Diagram uses the deductive technique while 
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis used the inductive analysis technique.     
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Depiction: Master Plant Logic Diagram uses the logical gate with dot dependency and 
also table or text. Failure Mode and Effect Analysis use the table.   

Resource-intensive: Master Plant and Logic Diagram technique is not resource-
intensive while Failure Mode and Effect Analysis are resource-intensive for complex or
large system. 

Update: Master Plant and Logic Diagram are easy to update when following changes
while Failure Mode and Effect Analysis technique is not easy to update. 

Traceable: Master Plant Logic Diagram is easy to trace as compare to Failure Mode 
and Effect Analysis. 

Cost effectiveness: Master Plant Logic Diagram is inexpensive as compare to Failure 
Mode and Effect Analysis.   

Time consuming: When it has to trace and update Master Plant Logic Diagram are 
less time consuming as compare to Failure Mode and Effect Analysis.

Test 
Factors

Master Plant Logic 
Diagram

Failure Mode and 
Effect Analysis

Requirement Area Safety Safety

Structure Tree or hierarchical Table

Analysis type Reverse analysis Forward analysis

Technique type Deductive Inductive

Depiction Logical gate and Dot 
dependency 

Table

Resource-intensive N Y

Easy to update Y N

Easy to traceable Y N

Time consuming N Y

Cost effectiveness Y N

Comparison Results: The comparison result shows that Master plant logic 
diagram is better as compare to failure mode and effect analysis. 
(Master plant logic diagram > Failure mode and effect analysis)
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7.3 Security

7.3.1 Misuse case Vs Abuse case  

Using UML: Both techniques use the notation of UML.

Negative actor: The opposite of use case are misuse and abuse case which are also 
called negative actor because they behaves maliciously. 

Diagrammatic difference: Both techniques used the use case to depict but the misuse 
case used the dark black colour. Abuse case uses the same notation as use case but 
negative point of view. 

Security requirements level: Both misuse case and abuse cases are used to elicit the 
security requirements. 

Brainstorming: Brainstorming activity is used for both misuse case and abuse case. 
  
Flow: The flow start from system to subsystem level or lower level in both cases.

First step to draw: Misuse case or Abuse case both first depict the use cases and then 
draw the misuse case or abuse case diagram.

Formation regarding use case: Use case and misuse case are depicting together, left 
side is used for use case while right side is used for the misuse case. Use cases are 
depicted separately in case of abuse case. 

Interaction with use case: Misuse case has the direct interaction or relationship with 
use case. Abuse case has not direct interaction with use case.

Recursive procedure: Misuse and abuse case is recursive procedure starting from the 
system to subsystem and lower level.  

Thinking ahead Strategy: Misuse case has a direct interaction with use case that’s why 
it use the thinking ahead strategy which is a team best strategy of thinking ahead to the 
other team best move and acting to block it [59]. Definitely abuse case use the strategy 
according to malicious user but since it has not direct interaction with use case that’s 
why thinking ahead strategy lack in the case of abuse case. 

Test
Factors

Misuse case Abuse case

Requirement Area Security Security

Using UML Yes Yes

Negative actor Mis-actor Abuse actor

Diagrammatic 
difference

Use case with black 
colours

Use case

Brainstorming Yes Yes
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Flow System to sub-system 
and lower level

System to sub-system 
and lower level

First step to draw Use case Use case

Formation regarding 
use case

Depict together Depict separately

Interaction with use 
case

Direct Indirect

Recursive procedure Y Y

Thinking ahead 
Strategy

Y Not Directly

Comparison Results: The comparison result shows that a misuse case technique 
is better as compare to abuse case. 
(Misuse case > Abuse case)

7.4 Security and Safety

7.4.1 Attack tree Vs Fault-tree Analysis 

Requirement Area: Security (Attack tree), Safety (Fault-tree analysis).  

Structure: Both techniques use the tree or hierarchical structure to depict.

Requirement phase level: Attack tree are used to elicit the security requirements. 
Fault-tree is used for safety requirement analysis.  

Analysis type: Attack trees used downward analysis while fault-tree use reverses
analysis. 

Depiction: Attack tree and fault-tree both use the logical gate like, AND or OR to 
depict. 

Resource-intensive: Attack tree and fault tree are both resource-intensive in case of 
multiple pages or for large system.  

Suitable system: Both are suitable for the small and medium system.   
   

Test
Factors

Attack tree Fault-tree Analysis

Requirement Area Security Safety

Structure Tree or hierarchical Tree or hierarchical

Requirement phase 
level

Elicit the security 
requirements

Safety requirement 
analysis

Analysis type Downward Reverses

Depiction Logical gate Logical gate
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Resource-intensive Y Y

Suitable system Small and medium Small and medium

   
Comparison Results: The comparison result shows that both techniques are 
suitable for small and medium system. 
(Small & medium system> Attack tree Fault-tree) 

7.4.2 Attack tree Vs Event tree
   
Structure: Both techniques use the tree or hierarchical structure to depict.

Requirement phase level: Attack tree is used to elicit the security requirements. 
Event tree is used for safety requirement analysis.  

Analysis type: Attack trees used downward analysis while event tree use the forward 
analysis. 

Depiction: Attack tree use the logical gate like, AND or OR to depict. Event tree 
normally use the graphical representation and the path for depiction. 

Resource-intensive: Both are resource-intensive technique.

         Suitable system: Both are suitable for the small and medium system.

Test 
Factors

Attack tree Event tree

Requirement Area Security Safety

Structure Tree or hierarchical Graphical

Requirement phase 
level

Elicit the security 
requirements

Safety requirement 
analysis

Analysis type Downward Froward Analysis

Depiction Logical gate Graphical and path

Resource-intensive Y Y

Suitable system Small and medium Small and medium

Comparison Results: The comparison result shows that both techniques are 
suitable for small and medium system.
(Small and Medium system > Attack tree & event tree)

7.4.3 Attack tree Vs Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA)

Structure: Attack tree use the tree or hierarchical structure to depict while Failure
Mode and Effect Analysis use the table.
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Requirement phase level: Attack tree is used to elicit the security requirements. 
Event tree is used for safety requirement analysis.  

Analysis type: Attack trees used downward analysis while Failure Mode and Effect 
Analysis use forward analysis technique.

Depiction: Attack tree use the logical gate like, AND or OR to depict. Failure Mode 
and Effect Analysis use the table.

Resource-intensive: Both are resource-intensive technique for the large or complex 
system.

         Suitable system: Both are suitable for the small and medium size system.

Test 
Factors

Attack tree Failure Mode and 
Effect Analysis

Requirement Area Security Safety

Structure Tree or hierarchical Table

Requirement phase 
level

elicit the security 
requirements

Safety requirement 
analysis

Analysis type Downward Forward

Depiction Logical gate Table

Resource-intensive Y Y

Suitable system Small and medium Small and medium

Comparison Results: The comparison result shows that both techniques are 
suitable for small and medium system.
(Small and Medium system > Attack tree & Failure mode and effect 
analysis)

7.4.4 Attack tree Vs Master Plant Logic Diagram (MPLD)

Requirement Area: Security (Attack tree), Safety (Master Plant Logic Diagram).  

Structure: Both techniques use tree or hierarchical structure to depict.

Requirement phase level: Attack tree is used to elicit the security requirements. 
Master plant logic diagram are used for safety requirement analysis.  

Analysis type: Attack trees used downward analysis while Master Plant Logic 
Diagram uses reverse analysis.
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Depiction: Attack tree use the logical gate like, AND or OR to depict. Master Plant 
Logic Diagram also uses the logical gate with dot dependency and also table or text.

Resource-intensive: For a complex system or large system attack tree becomes 
resource-intensive. This is not the case regarding of the Master Plant and Logic Diagram 
[67].

Suitable system: Attack tree is suitable for small and medium system while Master 
Plant and Logic Diagram are suitable for medium and large system.

Test
Factors

Attack tree Master Plant Logic 
Diagram

Requirement Area Security Safety

Structure Tree or hierarchical Tree or hierarchical

Requirement phase 
level

elicit the security 
requirements

safety requirement 
analysis

Analysis type Downward Reverse

Depiction Logical gate Logical gate with dot 
dependency

Resource-intensive Y N

Suitable system Small and medium Medium and large 

Comparison Results: The comparison result shows that Master plant logic 
diagram is better as compare to attack tree. 

     (Master plant logic diagram > Attack tree )
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This chapter consists of, conclusions and identification of areas where further work 
might be needed.

8.1  Conclusions

This thesis work was basically conducted to focus on non-functional requirements 
of a software product with the perspective to highlight features of usability, 
performance, safety and security. Moreover to find out suitable models or techniques 
respective to each of these requirements was set as an ultimate aim so that it may 
provide help to stakeholders involved in performing tasks on these requirements. The
following chapters and sections cover answers of the research questions:

1) What types of requirements or attributes can be used related to usability, 
performance, safety and security? 

To Usability – Chapter 3 section 3.2.
To Performance – Chapter 4 section 4.2.
To Safety – Chapter 5 section 5.2.
To Security – Chapter 6 section 6.2.

2) What are the typical problems or important issues related to usability, performance, 
safety and security?

To Usability – Chapter 3 section 3.3.
To Performance – Chapter 4 section 4.3.
To Safety – Chapter 5 section 5.3.
To Security – Chapter 6 section 6.3.

3) Which modeling or testing techniques about requirements currently                 
prevail?   

To Usability – Chapter 3 section 3.4.
To Performance – Chapter 4 section 4.4 and 4.5.
To Safety – Chapter 5 section 5.4.
To Security – Chapter 6 section 6.4.

4) Investigate the pros and cons of available testing approaches or models?

The pros and cons are discussed at the end of each models or testing techniques.

5) How can these modeling or testing techniques be compared for specific and 
dependent aspects of usability, performance, safety and security?

The answer of this question can be found in Chapter 7.

It is concluded from the work that there are certain common techniques which can 
be compared for better use according to the situation as are given in chapter 7. 
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8.2 Future Work

This work considered only four of the non-functional requirements for investigation 
i.e. performance, usability, safety and security. It will be good to investigate other non-
functional requirements like portability, reliability, and efficiency and their related 
models and techniques. 
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